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ABSTRACT
PHASE BEHAVIOR AND TRANSREACTION STUDIES OF MODEL
POLYESTER/BISPHENOL-A-POLYCARBONATE BLENDS
SEPTEMBER 1992
JEFFREY S. KOLLODGE, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Roger S. Porter
The goal of this thesis is to quantitatively study the relationship between
interchange reaction and blend phase behavior in polyester/bisphenol-A-
polycarbonate (PC) blends. Before transreaction studies are conducted,
equilibrium phase behavior prior to reaction is identified and used as a basis to
judge the reacting blends. To facilitate all of these studies, poly(2-ethyl-2-
methyl-1 ,3-propylene terephthalate) (PEMPT) has been selected as a model
polyester for blends with PC. PEMPTs having M ns from 4,1 00-37,500 g/mol
were synthesized and fully characterized by a variety of elemental,
spectroscopic and thermal analysis techniques. In addition, PEMPT was end
capped to produce samples having heptafluorobutyrate (HFB) and benzylate
(BNZ) end groups. These end capped samples exhibit different thermal
characteristics compared to the hydroxyl (OH) terminated PEMPTs.
Blends of PEMPT with PCs having M ns of 1 1 ,000 and 21 ,000 g/mol were
prepared by solution casting techniques. Equilibrium phase behavior studies
were conducted as a function of blend composition, molecular weight and end
group type. In most cases, PEMPT/PC blends exhibited partial miscibility, which
was monitored by the shifting of glass transition temperatures as measured by
DSC. Blend composition had little effect on the phase behavior. Molecular
weight reduction lead to improved intermixing between components for the OH
and BNZ terminated PEMPTs. No improvement in the degree of intermixing
was observed with decreasing Mn in the HFB terminated PEMPT/PC blends.
Detailed 1 H NMR spectroscopy enabled the identification of separate
resonances corresponding to direct midchain and alcoholysis interchange
reactions in PEMPT/PC non-stabilized blends. It was found that transreaction of
viii
~ 4% of the terephthalate groups was required to shift the phase behavior from
two phase to single phase in a PEMPT/PC 50/50 wt. % blend of high molecular
weight. This reaction extent represented 2.8% alcoholysis and 1 .2% direct
midchain reaction. These results were in agreement with calculations based or
simplified models of the reacting blend. Alcoholysis exchange reaction was
also observed at varying degrees in stabilized blends. Complete alcoholysis
lead to the formation of single phase blends at low PEMPT molecular weights.
ix
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Thesis Sffiapg
This thesis presents research focusing on the phase behavior of
polyester/polycarbonate blends. The motivation behind this work is centered on
the ability of polyester/polycarbonate blends to undergo interchange reaction
between the ester and carbonate functional groups. Interchange reaction, often
called transreaction or exchange reaction, has pronounced effects on the phase
behavior of these systems. Initially, transreaction leads to the formation of block
copolymers. If reaction is extensive, random copolymers result from the original
homopolymer pair. The homogenizing effect associated with the formation of
these block/random copolymers transforms a two phase blend into a miscible
system. The significance of this statement should not be overlooked. With the
phase behavior of a blend system being a key factor in relation to its exhibited
mechanical properties, any variable that can alter the degree of miscibility
becomes critically important. Interchange reaction is thus a means of modifying
the phase behavior and, hence, the overall properties of the blend.
With respect to their ability to transreact, blends containing bisphenol-A
polycarbonate (PC), polyethylene terephthalate) (PET), poly(butylene
terephthalate) (PBT) and polyarylate (PAr) have received much academic and
industrial attention [1-23]. It is for this reason that polymers of this type have
been chosen for study. From a qualitative perspective, blends of PET/PC,
PBT/PC and PAr/PC and others of this nature have all been shown to undergo
interchange reaction modifying their phase behavior [1-8]. However, no attempt
has been made to obtain a quantitative understanding of the extent and type of
transreaction and its effect on blend phase behavior. The thermodynamics of
the reacting system have also largely been ignored. The goal of this thesis is to
quantitatively relate exchange reaction to the observed phase behavior of the
blend and to obtain a thermodynamic understanding of the blend system under
investigation. Extensive studies are first carried out on non-reacted blends to
gain this thermodynamic foundation and to obtain a basis on which to judge the
1
effect of interchange reactions. The role of end group structure on blend
miscibility is also examined, as end capping techniques may be one method
employed to prevent end group transreactions. Additionally, studies into the
role of direct midchain reaction vs. end group reaction (alcoholysis) are
conducted.
The above mentioned blends, which are all capable of transreaction,
offer challenges uncommon to most other blend systems. Before one can study
the effect of interchange reaction, knowledge of the phase behavior prior to
reaction is required. Due to their ability to transreact, this information can only
be obtained if exchange reaction is very slow relative to the equilibrium kinetics
of phase separation. Often, the catalyst used in the synthesis of the polymers,
particularly the polyester's, is capable of causing transreaction between blend
components [9-11], making equilibrium phase behavior studies difficult. This
problem can be circumvented by the addition of inhibitors to the blend system
[9,1 1 ,24-27]. Other factors that can complicate the study of blends containing
PET and PBT is the insolubility of these polyesters to most solvents caused by
their ability to crystallize. Insolubility creates difficulties in blend preparation
characterization and analysis. Crystallization often hinders the clear
identification of the amorphous regions [6,8,28,29] and complicates the
thermodynamics with the formation of this additional phase. These inherent
difficulties point to the use of a model polyester to replace PET and PBT in
blends with PC. It is this approach which is used to facilitate the transreaction
studies presented herein.
The model polyester should have the following properties: Structural
similarity to PET and PBT, amorphous or slow to crystallize, soluble in common
solvents, glass transition temperature (Tg) well separated from that of PC, form
a two phase system when blended with PC, and be thermally stable at the
temperatures required for exchange reaction. After a screening study which
examined four polyesters, the polyester which best fit the above requirements is
poly(2-ethyl-2-methylpropylene terephthalate) (PEMPT). PEMPT is used in all
subsequent polyester/PC blend studies.
With the selection of the polyester, this thesis proceeds in a straight-
forward manner. Chapter 2 details the screening study mentioned above.
Chapter 3 discusses the synthesis of PEMPT of varying molecular weights, end
capping procedures and characterization of the polymers. Chapter 4 describes
the equilibrium phase behavior studies with composition, molecular weight and
2
end group type as variables. Chapter 5 examines the effect of direct midchain
and end group transreaction on phase behavior and provides a detailed proton
NMR analysis of the transreacting systems. Chapter 6 concludes with an
overall summary of results and a discussion of related future work.
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CHAPTER 2
SCREENING STUDY: SELECTION OF THE MODEL POLYESTER
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the screening study conducted to select a
polyester that best fits the criteria for the model polyester described in Chapter
1
.
The goal of this study is not to be a detailed analysis of many polyesters and
their blends with PC. Hence, characterization of the polyesters and the analysis
of the corresponding blends is minimal. Only the information required to make
appropriate comparisons is determined. As a consequence, the opportunity
arises to present a brief review of the role of transreaction in polyester
synthesis.
2.2 Transreaction in Polyester Synthesis
The basic aspects of polyester synthesis can be found in most polymer
textbooks or reviews [1-7], hence, all the generalities will not be presented here
Instead, discussion will focus on specific aspects of transreaction during the
synthesis of polyesters such as PET and PBT. These two polymers are often
synthesized by a standard two stage polycondensation technique used in the
production of a wide variety of polyesters [1-6]. This two stage
polycondensation procedure employs transreaction in both steps. A typical
example is shown in Figure 2.1a with the formation of bis(2-hydroxyethyl)
terephthalate (BHET) from dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) and ethylene glycol
(EG). This example typifies an alcoholysis transreaction with reaction occurring
between the alcohol and ester functional groups. The equilibrium is shifted to
the right by continuous removal of methanol. The reaction shown in Figure 2.1a
is the first step in the two stage synthesis of PET. After all the methanol is
removed, increasing the temperature and applying vacuum signifies the
beginning of the second stage of polymerization.
During this step, Figure 2.1b, high molecular weight polymer is formed
through the continuous alcoholysis reactions at the 2-hydroxyethylene
6
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CH30
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^^^^ QQfr + 2 HOCH2CH2OH
HOCH2CH20^
CN^~^^ OCH2CH2OH + 2 CH3OH
b)
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2 HOCH2CH20X"
CN^^ Cx OCH2CH20H
0 0 0 0
II II II II
HOCH2CH20/ Cx<^~^^ CV OCH2CH20^'"N^^ °X OCH2CH2OH
HOCH2CH2OH
Figure 2.1 Synthesis of PET a) 1st stage reaction, formation of
BHET b) 2nd stage reaction, alcoholysis of 2-hydroxy
ethylene terephthalate end.
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terephthalate ends. It is important to note that high molecular weight polymer
will only be formed if a volatile by-product can be removed, in this case ethylene
glycol. Any alcoholysis reactions occurring at a midchain ester group or any
direct midchain reaction between two ester groups will not produce a volatile
leaving group. These type of interchange reactions merely "randomize" the
mixture and do not cause an increase in the polymers molecular weight. In
addition to direct midchain and alcoholysis, a third type of exchange reaction
exists, acidolysis. Often during the polymerization of polyesters, trace amounts
of moisture in the reaction mixture or decomposition reactions can lead to the
formation of small amounts of acid end groups [8-13]. Acid end groups are also
capable of undergoing interchange reactions [1 ,12,14]. Kotliar [7], has
reviewed these important reactions; intermolecular acidolysis, intermolecular
alcoholysis and direct midchain transreaction, schematically diagrammed in
Figure 2.2a-c. It is these same exchange reactions that can "randomize" a
blend system when both components are capable of transreaction.
Studies of the kinetics of polyester synthesis can be divided into two
broad categories based on the two stages of the polymerization. Investigations
on the first stage of reaction (Figure 2.1a) are often called "transreaction"
studies and the catalysts employed "transreaction" or "transesterification"
catalysts. Second stage reaction studies (Figure 2.1b) are usually termed
"polycondensations" with associated "polycondensation" catalysts. This
nomenclature is somewhat misleading with both reactions involved being
transreactions, specifically alcoholysis exchange reactions. To avoid any
confusion with later discussions on transreactions between blend components,
the two synthesis reactions described above will simply be identified as "first
stage" and "second stage", respectively.
Early studies on the kinetics of the first stage reaction are inconclusive in
regards to the reaction order. Peebles and Wagner use a consecutive 2nd
order reaction scheme (1st order in DMT and EG concentrations) to analyze the
kinetics and found fair agreement [15]. Using the same data, analysis was
carried out applying a first order reaction scheme. The experimental results
were also in fair agreement with this model. Peebles and Wagner concluded
that the high initial concentrations of EG used during their studies could lead to
a pseudo first order reaction mechanism. Later studies by Fontana [16] and
Tomita and Ida [17] identified the reaction as third order overall, 1st order with
respect to DMT, EG and catalyst concentration. A coordination type mechanism
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a)
0 0 0 0
II ^ II II II
R10CR2 + HOCR3 H0CR2 + R10CR3
b)
0 0
II ^ II
RlOCR2 + HOR3 R3OCR2 + HOR
c)
0 0 0 0
II II II II
R10CR2 + R40CR3 R40CR2 + R10CR3
Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of interchange reactions
a) acidolysis b) aicohoiysis and c) direct midchain
transreaction.
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between the catalyst and carbonyl, activating the carbonyl carbon for
nucleophilic attack, has been proposed [18]. The ability of various metals to
complex with a model carbonyl compound has been correlated to their
observed catalytic activity during first stage synthesis [18], adding credibility to
the coordination type mechanism.
In regards to catalyst activity, catalyst that function well in the first stage of
reaction may not be adequate for the second stage of polymerization.
Hovenkamp concluded that the metal acetate catalysts of Mn, Pb(ll), PB(IV), Zn
and Ca perform well in the environment with high hydroxyl concentration (1st
stage), but their activity diminishes during the second stage of polymerization
where they are deactivated by the small amount of acid end groups formed [19].
He also noted that antimony catalysts function poorly during the first stage of
reaction (high hydroxyl concentration), but work well in the 2nd stage of reaction
where the hydroxyl concentration is being continuously lowered. The antimony
catalysts were uneffected by the presence of acid end groups. Use of
combinations of these catalyst is necessary for optimum polymerization rates.
Titanium catalysts have also been found to be excellent first stage reaction
catalysts and have higher overall reaction rates compared to a commonly used
catalyst, calcium acetate [20]. Between three Ti catalyst studied, titanium
isopropoxide was found to be superior on the basis of having the highest
overall reaction rate [20].
Several 2nd stage reaction studies have examined the principle of equal
reactivity of the 2-hydroxylethylene terephthalate ends [16,19,21 ,22].
Conclusions of Challa [21] proposed that equal reactivity does not hold, with
Keq (of the reaction depicted in Figure 2.1b) increasing from approx. 0.4-1.1
with extent of reaction. Fontana has challenged this data, indicating that Challa
did not account for the presence of acid end groups which would modify the
calculation of the actual extent of reaction [16]. Fontana's studies have
determine Keq to be 0.5 (hydroxyl groups of EG twice as reactive as the 2-
hydoxylethylene terephthalate end groups) and that equal reactivity of the 2-
hydoxylethylene terephthalate end groups holds. Similar values for Keq have
been reported by Hovenkamp [19]. A recent study by Yu, et al., has again
questioned the premise of equal reactivity in the PET system [22]. However,
their molecular weight data is in full agreement with the Flory most probable
distribution, seemingly contradicting their kinetic data. They reason that direct
ester interchange or alcoholysis of midchain ester groups may lead to the most
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probable distribution, even if the principle of equal reactivity does not hold. In
the same study, Yu, et al., also examined a PBT system and found equal
reactivity to hold.
Pilati, et al., have also conducted kinetic studies on the 2nd stage
reaction of a PBT system using model compounds [23]. Making the assumption
that the reaction is first order with respect to hydroxyl and ester concentration,
they have identified the reaction order with respect to the titanium catalyst used.
They found a reaction order of 0.9 which agrees with 1st stage reaction studies
[16,17]. Their kinetic findings are also in agreement with a coordination type
reaction mechanism between the catalyst and ester carbonyl. This model gave
a 1st order dependence on catalyst. Another model which assumes basic
catalysis (ionic mechanism) calculates the reaction order with respect to catalyst
to be 0.5. The overall conclusion of the study is that the reaction is most likely to
follow a coordination mechanism, but the ionic pathway can not be totally ruled
out. In a study which examined the effect of varying catalyst type on the 2nd
stage reaction of BHET, titanium isopropoxide was found to be superior in
regards to minimizing the number of acid end groups formed compared to other
Ti catalysts and SD2O3 [20]. All the catalyst studied were found to produce
nearly equivalent molecular weight PETs. One final point to be made about 2nd
stage transreactions, most of the studies discussed above were carried out in
the melt state. Solid state polymerizations to increase molecular weight have
been reported in a catalyzed PBT system [24] and on a catalyst free PET [25].
The mechanism appears to be diffusion controlled reaction of the hydroxyl
groups.
2.3 Synthesis and Characte rization of PPT. PHT. PNT and PEMPT
Before the experimental aspects of the synthesis are detailed, the logic
behind the selection of the four polyesters to be synthesized should be
mentioned. Narrowing down the field of possible polyesters began with the
requirement that only polyesters with similar structure to PET and PBT be
considered. This immediately required an aliphatic-aromatic polymer. The
terephthalate group is characteristic of both PET and PBT, thus, it was not
modified. With this restriction, the only allowable structure changes occurred in
the aliphatic sequence. It is well known that aliphatic-terephthalate polyesters
with an odd number of main chain methylene groups (particularly those with 5
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or greater) have improved solubility, and slower crystallization rates than their
even numbered counterparts [6]. They also have Tgs well separated from PC
[26,27]. The three polyesters, poly(1 ,5-pentylene terephthalate (PPT), poly(1,7-
heptylene terephthalate (PHT) and poly(1 ,9-nonylene terephthalate) (PNT)
appear to meet the initial requirements, thus, they were synthesized and studied
in blends with PC. Additionally, poly(2-ethyl-2-methylpropylene terephthalate)
(PEMPT) was synthesized and studied. With it's 2-ethyl-2-methyl substitution,
PEMPT can form an atactic structure, assuming the propylene group is
incorporated into the polymer in random fashion. The formation of an atactic
structure yields an amorphous polyester and the corresponding absence of
crystallinity produces improved solubility compared to PET and PBT.
2.3.1 Monomers and Catalyst
Diols; 1,5 pentanediol (Aldrich 97%), 1,7 heptanediol (Aldrich 95%), 1,9
nonanediol (Aldrich 98%) and 2-ethyl-2-methyl-1 ,3-propanediol (EMPD)
(Aldrich 98%) for the synthesis of PPT, PHT, PNT, PEMPT were vacuum distilled
prior to polymerization. Distillation temperatures were between 90-1 25°C and
an applied vacuum between 0.5-2.0 mm Hg, depending on the diol. Due to its
low purity level, PHT was dried over magnesium sulfate prior distillation.
Dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) (Aldrich 99+%) was purified by a recrystallization
procedure which will be described in detail in the proceeding chapter. With the
benefits of being both a 1st and 2nd stage catalyst and the ability to minimize
acid end group formation, titanium (IV) isopropoxide (Aldrich) was selected as
catalyst. It was used as received for all the polymerizations.
2.3.2 Polymerization
The polymerization of the four polyesters followed the general procedure
described in the synthesis of PBT [10,28]. The apparatus used and the specific
procedure is described below. A 100 mL trap tube served as the reactor.
During the first stage of polymerization, the reactor tube outlet was connected to
a cold trap (dry ice/ethanol) for methanol collection. To aid in the removal of
methanol during the first stage of reaction, the tube was continuously flushed
with nitrogen, approx. 120 mL/min via the tube inlet. Stirring of the reaction
mixture was achieved with an oval magnetic stir bar placed in the reactor tube.
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A mineral oil bath and a hot plate were used for heating. The oil bath was
contained in a 2000 mL beaker which had been cut down to 1800 mL This
allowed the majority of the reactor tube to be submersed while facilitating
magnetic stirring inside the tube. The oil bath was fitted with mechanical stirring
and a thermometer for monitoring the oil temperature. During the second stage
of reaction, a heated vacuum line at 70°C was connected to the trap outlet. The
heated line was required to prevent diol from crystallizing in the outlet. A cold
trap (dry ice/ethanol) was connected between the vacuum line and the vacuum
pump.
All polymerizations started with 4-7 g DMT and the appropriate amount
of diol (50% mol excess) being placed in the reactor. The tube was then sealed
and flushed with nitrogen for 10 min followed by submersion into the oil bath
preheated to 200°C. When both components had melted and were thoroughly
mixed, the nitrogen line was removed briefly and the appropriate amount of
catalyst was injected into the mixture via a 10 \il syringe. Titanium (IV)
isopropoxide was used at a 0.001 g/1 g catalyst/DMT ratio. First stage reactions
were conducted for 1 1/2 h at temperatures from 195-205°C. At the end of this
time, the temperature was gradually raised to approx. 250°C. The nitrogen line
was removed and the inlet plugged. Vacuum was applied marking the
beginning of the second stage of reaction. Second stage reactions were
conducted under vacuum, 0.6-1.0 mm Hg, at temperatures ranging from 247-
253°C, for two hours. When the end of the reaction was reached, the reactor
tube was removed from the oil bath and placed under cold water. Excess
EMPD and oligomers that had crystallized on the tube walls were removed by
rinsing with 10 mL of chloroform (Fisher, spec, grade).
The polyesters were removed from the reactor tube by dissolving them
into 75 mL of chloroform. The solution was filtered through a 25-50 u.m fritted
glass funnel. The polymers were precipitated dropwise into 350-400 mL of
vigorously mixed methanol. The recovered samples were washed with 2 x 100
mL aliquots of fresh methanol followed by drying under vacuum for several days
at 75°C.
2.3.3 Characterization
Characterization consisted of thermal analysis, specifically, differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). A Perkin-
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Elmer DSC-4 with a System 4 Thermal Analysis Microprocessor Controller and
a Thermal Analysis Data Station was used to determine the Tgs and
crystallization data. A dry ice/ethanol slurry was used for subambiant cooling.
Indium was the calibration standard and scanning auto zero (SAZ) was used
during the actual runs. Sample size was 6-8 mg and reported Tgs are midpoint
values determined from a single heating run. The thermal program was as
follows: load samples at 20°C, heat @ 100°C/min to 200°C, quench to
-40°C,
scan @ 20°C/min to 200°C. The rapid quenching from 200°C to -40 °C
simulated the expected quench to be used during blend studies. Phase
behavior identification requires clear, distinguishable Tgs and the rapid quench
should prevent/minimize crystallization.
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out in a Perkin-Elmer TGS-2
with a System 4 Thermal Analysis Microprocessor Controller and a Thermal
Analysis Data Station. Nitrogen at ~ 45 mL/min was used as a purge gas.
Calibration was conducted using four ferromagnetic standards; Alumel, Nickel,
Nicoseat and Perkalloy. All heating scans were conducted at 20°C/min A
sample size of approx. 5 mg was used. The reported decomposition
temperature, Td, represents the temperature at which the maximum rate of
weight loss occurred.
2.3.4 Results and Discussion
Table 2.1 summarizes the DSC and TGA data of the polyesters. The Tgs of
PPT, PHT and PNT agree with those reported by Smith, et. al [26]. It is
observed that the three polyesters with linear aliphatic sequences were all able
to crystallize to some extent even with the rapid quench. Some of this
crystallization occurred during the actual heating scan once the temperature
was above the polyester Tg . In general, the reported melting temperatures,
which are peak temperatures, are slightly lower than those reported by Smith
[26]. However, during the current experiment, the goal was to minimize the
crystallization. No attempt was made to enhance the amount of crystallization
obtained or improve crystal perfection. These factors are most likely
responsible for the discrepancies and the current data should be examined
within this context. It is slightly disappointing that all the linear aliphatic
polyesters crystallized to some extent under these minimizing conditions.
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Table 2.1 Thermal Analysis Data of PPT, PHT, PNT and PEMPT
Polyester Tg (°C) Tm (°C) AHf (cal/g) Td * (°C)
PPT 14 129 7.5 421
PHT 4 88, 95 0.3 422
PNT -1 90, 96 10.9 422
PEMPT 63 461
* Temperature of the maximum rate of thermal decomposition.
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However, it is seen that PEMPT exhibited a Tg at 63°C and appears to be
completely amorphous. This point will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
The TGA data shows marked differences in the maximum rate of
decomposition, Td , between the linear aliphatic polyesters and PEMPT.
Comparing the Td of PEMPT to that of PPT, PHT and PNT, a 40°C increase in
the decomposition temperature of PEMPT is observed. The removal of all beta
hydrogens in PEMPT eliminates a common mechanism of decomposition of
aliphatic-aromatic esters similar to the Chugaev reaction [29,30]. This
mechanism involves the formation of a cyclic intermediate incorporating the
beta hydrogens and the carbonyl, followed by decomposition to acid and
alkene end groups. The stability of esters has been shown to decrease as the
number of (3-hydrogens increases [31]. Thus, the replacement of the beta
hydrogens in PEMPT by ethyl-methyl substitution has produced a more
thermally stable polyester. With the thermal characterization completed, the
remaining criteria to be evaluated is the phase behavior of the polyesters with
PC.
2.4 Blends of PPT. PHT. PNT and PEMPT with PC
2.4.1 Blend Preparation
The polymers used for the blend study are the four polyesters described
above and a bisphenol-A polycarbonate, PC2. The polycarbonate was
obtained from the General Electric Company. It contained no additives.
Presently, the only necessary characterization data of PC2 is its glass transition
temperature at the previously used scanning rate. This was measured to be
149.3°C. Characterization of PC2 is discussed in Chapter 3.
Blend preparation followed two techniques. One was a
codissolution/precipitation procedure. One half gram of polyester and
polycarbonate were dissolved in chloroform (5% w/v). After mixing, they were
recovered by dropwise precipitation into 100 mL of vigorously stirred methanol.
The recovered polymers were washed with 2 x 25 mL of fresh methanol
followed by vacuum drying @ 70°C for 12 h. The other preparation method was
a solution casting technique. One half gram of polyester and polycarbonate
were dissolved in chloroform (5% w/v). The chloroform contained a small
amount of dioctadecyl phosphite (DNOP) such that it was in a theoretical 5/1
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mol ratio of DNOP/Ti catalyst. DNOP is known to be a good transreaction
inhibitor for the catalyst used in the polymerization of PEMPT [32,33]. It should
be mentioned that the precipitation procedure used to recover the polyesters
could also remove some of the Ti catalyst, thus the exact ratio of DNOP/Ti
catalyst is not specifically known. After mixing, these solutions were cast into
crystallization dishes and the solvent was removed by vacuum drying, ~ 300
mm Hg, at 50°C. After all the solvent was removed, these blends were dried
under full vacuum for 12 h at 70°C. All blends were stored in a vacuum
desiccator over calcium sulphate prior to study. The two blend preparation
procedures were used so that a comparison in the observed phase behavior
between stabilized and non-stabilized blends could be made.
2.4.2 Characterization: Analysis
Phase behavior was determined by the appearance of either one or two
glass transition temperatures in a DSC heating scan. Thermal analysis to
determine Tgs was conducted in the DSC described above. SAZ was also
employed during all heating scans. The thermal program used for annealing
and scanning are shown below.
Annealing
Load @ 50°C.
Heat @ 100°C/ min to 280°C.
Quench to 240°C, hold 2 min.
Quench to -40°C.
Scanning
Start Temp. -38°C.
Scan @ 20°C/min to 202°C.
quench to 50°C.
The thermal ramp to 280°C was required to melt PC crystals that formed in the
solution cast blends. No crystallization of the PC component was observed in
the solution precipitated blends. The identical temperature program was
followed for consistency.
2.4.3 Results and Discussion
Table 2.2 identifies the phase behavior of the four blends with respect to
the two preparation methods. Blends that were cast and stabilized with DNOP
all exhibited two phase behavior. The Tgs of the PC rich phase being shifted
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Table 2.2 Phase Behavior of Polyester/PC2 Blends
Blend
Preparation Technique
Cast/DNOP Stab. Soln. Precip./Non-Stab.
PPT/PC2 Partially Miscible Miscible
Tg1 = 16°C,Tg2 = 103°C Tg = 63°C
PHT/PC2 Partially Miscible Miscible
Tg1 =3°C,Tg2 = 107°C Tg = 56°C
PNT/PC2 Partially Miscible Miscible
Tg1 =-4°C,Tg2 = 100°C Tg = 41°C
PEMPT/PC2 Partially Miscible Miscible
Tg1 =60°C ) Tg2 = 117°C Tg = 94°C
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considerably lower, implying some level of miscibility of PEMPT in this phase.
The Tgs of the polyester rich phase were nearly identical to the pure component
values. It was noticed that several of these Tgs are actually slightly lower than
their pure component values. The drying period for the samples was only 12 h.
For the relatively thick cast samples, this may not have been an adequate
enough time to remove all the residual solvent which could act as a plasticizer.
Later blend studies (Chapter 4) employ a considerably longer drying period and
this behavior was not observed. In contrast, blends that had been prepared by
codissolution/precipitation showed single phase behavior. The Tgs fall
between the two pure component values, being somewhat biased toward the
lower glass transition temperature. The most interesting result was the contrast
in the observed phase behavior between the two preparation techniques. In
DNOP stabilized samples, transreaction does indeed appear to be inhibited
allowing the identification of the two phase nature of these blends. In the non-
stabilized blends, enough reaction has occurred during the short annealing
time in the DSC to create a miscible, single phase system.
One additional point to be discussed is the ability of PPT, PHT and PNT
to crystallize in the blend system. Figure 2.3 shows the DSC heating scans for
the PPT/PC, PHT/PC and PEMPT/PC blends. Crystallization peaks were
observed in both the PPT/PC (127°C) and PHT/PC (93°C) blends (this also
occurred in the PNT/PC system). The appearance of these crystallization
endotherms very near the Tgs makes precise determination of the Tgs difficult.
The PEMPT/PC blend exhibited no crystallization endotherm and two very
distinct Tgs are observed.
2.5 Conclusions
On the basis of the requirements previously set forth for the model
polyester, PEMPT matches all the criteria. With its atactic structure, PEMPT
appears amorphous with a Tg well removed from that of PC. PEMPT is soluble
in a common solvent which will facilitate blend preparation, characterization
and analysis. Removal of the p-hydrogens has produced a polyester that is
thermally more stable than its linear aliphatic-aromatic counterparts. Finally,
PEMPT/PC blends appear to be two phase and initial blend studies indicate
that transreaction may be occurring in non-stabilized systems.
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CHAPTER 3
SYNTHESIS, END CAPPING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A MODEL
POLYESTER: POLY(2-ETHYL-2-METHYLPROPYLENE TEREPHTHALATE)
3.1 Introduction
With the background intormation on polyester synthesis presented in
Chapter 2, discussion of the experimental details of the synthesis and
characterization of PEMPT can begin. This chapter is divided into four major
sections. The first two present the synthesis of PEMPT and its characterization.
Two slightly different synthesis procedures were used. Both followed the
general two stage polycondensation procedure described in Chapter 2. One
polymerization was a bulk synthesis of PEMPT (~ 200 g of polymer). The
second procedure was used to make several PEMPT samples of varying
molecular weight. It involved a considerably smaller scale (6-10 g of polymer
per sample), using prepolymer from the first stage of the bulk synthesis as a
starting material. The characterization of the polycarbonates to be used in
blend studies is also presented in this section. The two polycarbonates,
designated PC1 and PC2, were obtained from the General Electric Company
and have been stated to have absolute weight average molecular weights
(determined from GPC applying a universal calibration) of 11,300 and 21,200,
respectively. They contain no additives. The second two sections of this
chapter detail the end capping of PEMPT and the subsequent characterization
of these modified polymers.
3.2 Synthesis
3.2.1 Purification of Monomers
Dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) (Aldrich 99+%) was purified by a
recrystallization procedure. In a 2000 mL beaker, 254 g, 1 .31 mol of DMT were
added to 520 mL of chloroform (Aldrich, HPLC grade). The beaker was covered
with aluminum foil. The solution was heated on a hot plate to 70°C while
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^ add6d t0 the ™T/chloroformobton Vig0rous st.rnng was conducted for 10-15 min while the solution
temperature was raised to 90°C. The beaker was then cooled to room
temperature and left for 72 h. At this time, the solvents were decanted and the
short, needle like, white crystals were dried under vacuum at 72°C for 24 h
418 g, 3.54 mol of 2-ethyl-2-methyl-1
,3-propanediol (EMPD) (Aldrich
98 / was purified by drying at 52°C over 24 g, .2 mol of magnesium sulfate
Mall.nckrodt, Anhydrous powder-Analytical reagent grade). The solution was
filtered, followed by vacuum distillation at 94°C (~ 1.5 mm Hg). The condenser
of the vacuum distillation column was connected to a Neslab Endocal
refrigerated circulating bath operated in the heating mode. This allowed the
condenser water to be continually heated to 55°C which prevented EMPD from
crystallizing in the column. The monomer was stored under nitrogen until use.
3.2.2 Polymerization
3.2.2.1 Polymerization of PEMPT: Bulk
To a 500 mL reactor kettle, 204 g, 1 .05 mol of DMT and 219 g, 1 .85 mol
EMPD were added. The kettle was equipped with a bearing sleeve for
mechanical stirring, a thermometer, septa/nitrogen inlet and a distillation
adapter. When the reactor was sealed, nitrogen at - 300 mL/min was purged
through for 10 min. Power to a heating mantle was initiated and stirring was
begun. When both monomers had melted (~ 140°C), 210 mL of titanium (IV)
isopropoxide (Aldrich 97%) was injected into the reactor mixture. The
temperature of the mixture was raised to 202°C which marked the beginning of
the first stage of reaction. Within minutes, methanol began to condense out and
was collected in a 100 mL R.B. flask. Nitrogen was continually flushed through
the reactor to assist in methanol removal. During the first stage of reaction, the
temperature of the reaction mixture gradually increased to 218°C. When the
first stage of reaction was nearly complete (-2 1/2 h), the temperature of the
mixture was raised to 242°C to drive off any remaining methanol. After a total
reaction time of 2 h 40 min., 98 wt. % of the theoretical amount of methanol had
been collected.
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At this time, the distillation adapter was removed. Using a 25 mL glass
pipet, 8-18 mL aliquots of prepolymer were removed from the kettle. During this
procedure, nitrogen was continually flushed through the reactor. The clear
colorless prepolymer samples were placed in 26 mL vials which were capped
and placed in a desiccator. These prepolymer samples were required for the
synthesis of PEMPT samples varying in molecular weight. After all eight
aliquots had been removed, the septa/nitrogen inlet was replaced by a plug and
the distillation adapter was replaced by a vacuum adapter. A heated vacuum
line hose at 55°C was connected to the vacuum adapter and, on the opposite
end, to a cold trap (dry ice/ethanol). The temperature of the reactor was raised
to 245°C, vacuum was applied to the system and stirring was resumed. This
marked the beginning of the second stage of reaction. Throughout the course
of the polymerization the temperature of the reacting mixture was maintained at
245 ± 1°C. The vacuum was measured with a Sargent-Welch vacuum gauge
and remained between 1.2 ±.2 mm Hg during the polymerization. After 2 h, the
vacuum was removed and the reactor kettle was opened to the atmosphere.
The clear, colorless polymer was placed into a large petri dish and stored in a
vacuum desiccator.
3.2.2.2 Polymerization of PEMPT: Varying Molecular Weights
By varying the second stage reaction time, the prepolymer samples
removed at the end of the first stage of the bulk reaction were polymerized to
obtain PEMPT varying in molecular weight. The apparatus used for the
syntheses of Chapter 2 was also employed here. In addition, a separate hot
plate and mineral oil bath (500 mL Erlenmeyer flask with magnetic stir bar)
equipped with a thermocouple was used for preheating the prepolymer and
reaction tube. Six reactions were carried out with the appropriate conditions for
each described in Table 3.1 (samples PEMPT1-OH15 through PEMPT6-OH15).
A typical second stage polymerization is described below. A 26 mL vial
containing prepolymer was capped with a septa and flushed with nitrogen at ~
50 mL/min. The vial was heated in a water bath at 70°C for 15 min while
continuing nitrogen purge. The PEMPT oligomer was poured into the reaction
tube which was then sealed with the trap top. The reaction tube was purged
with nitrogen (200 mL/min) for 5 min. The tube was placed in the preheat oil
bath at 250°C for 5 min while nitrogen purging continued. The reactor tube was
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Table 3.1 2nd Stage Synthesis Conditions and Elemental Analysi:
Polyester
Synthesis Analysis
Time
(min)
lemp. Vacuum
(mm hg)
%C
(Meas.) (Theor.)
% H
(Meas.) (Theor.)
PEMPT1-
OH15
10 u.oo b/./o 67.63 b.o4 6.77
PEMPT2-
OH15
20 ftp ni C7 en D. / 0 O.Ob
PEMPT3-
OH15
60 250C- *J \J 0 XI oo.uy D/.DD 6.78 6.60
PEMPT4-
OH15
90 OCA 0.42 68.29 67.61 6.61 6.58
PEMPT5-
OH15
1 30 250 0.41 68.34 67.65 6.67 6.55
PEMPT6-
OH15
180 250 0.43 68.22 67.69 6.69 6.52
PEMPT-B 120 245 1.2 67.72 67.65 6.53 6.55
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then placed into the main oil bath and connected to the heated vacuum line
The nitrogen line was removed, stirring begun and vacuum applied to the
system. This marked the beginning of the second stage of reaction. The
mixture was allowed to react for the appropriate time (see Table 3.1). When the
specified time was reached, the reactor tube was removed from the oil bath and
placed under cold water. A small amount of excess EMPD and oligomer
crystallized out on the tube walls. Chloroform (Fisher, spec, grade), 20 ml_, was
flushed around the tube walls to remove this material. The chloroform was
subsequently decanted.
3.2.3 Purification and Drying
3.2.3.1 PEMPT: Bulk Synthesized
20 g of bulk synthesized PEMPT was dissolved in 100 ml_ of chloroform.
The solution was filtered through a 4-8 urn fritted glass funnel. The polymer was
recovered by dropwise precipitation into 1000 ml_ of methanol (fisher spec,
grade) under vigorous mixing. The recovered sample was washed with 2 x 200
ml_ aliquots of fresh methanol. The polymer was placed in a petri dish and
dried in a oven at 90-1 00°C for 48 h. This single precipitated polymer from the
bulk synthesis will be designated PEMPTB.
3.2.3.2 PEMPT: Varying Molecular Weight
50 ml_ of chloroform was placed in the reactor tube containing the
polymer. The tube was covered and the polymer was allowed to dissolve. The
polymer solution was then filtered through a 4-8 |im fritted glass funnel. The
polymer was recovered by dropwise precipitation into 500 ml_ of methanol
(Fisher spec, grade) with vigorous mixing. The recovered sample was washed
with 2 x 100 ml_ aliquots of fresh methanol. The single precipitated samples
were stored in teflon film lined petri dish and dried for several hours by placing
in a vacuum desiccator and pulling a slight vacuum using an aspirator. Further
drying was conducted in a oven at 90-1 00°C for 48 h.
It was noticed in some initial GPC runs that the PEMPTs polymerized for
short reaction times appeared to have a low molecular weight tail. Due to this
fact, each of the precipitated and dried polymers above were reprecipitated.
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Three grams of each polymer were redissolved (20 mL chloroform) and
reprecipitated (200 mL methanol). The twice precipitated polymers were placed
in teflon film lined petri dishes and dried 1 h at 100°C in a vacuum oven using
an aspirator for vacuum. The temperature of the oven was lowered to 78°C and
the polymers were dried under full vacuum for four days. These samples that
had been twice precipitated were identified as PEMPT-OH15. The "OH"
designates that the polyester has hydroxyl end groups while the "15"
designates that it was precipitated from a 15% polymer/chloroform solution. All
the PEMPT samples, including PEMPTB were stored in a vacuum desiccator
over calcium sulphate.
3,3 Characterization: Analysis
Characterization involving the bulk polymerized polymer was conducted
on the once precipitated and dried PEMPTB. Unless otherwise stated, all
samples used to characterize the polyesters of varying molecular weight were
samples that had been twice precipitated, PEMPT1-OH1 5 through PEMPT6-
OH15.
3.3.1 Elemental Analysis: Carbon and Hydrogen
Elemental analysis was conducted at the University of Massachusetts
Microanalysis Laboratory. A Control Equipment Corp. Elemental Analyzer
employing a modified Pregl-Dumas technique was used for Carbon and
hydrogen analysis.
3.3.2 Molecular Weight
3.3.2.1 End capping
Number average molecular weights (M ns) were determined by end
capping with heptafluorobutyryl chloride followed by determination of end group
concentrations by weight analysis of fluorine. The end capping procedure is
described later in this chapter. It should be noted that all the values for the
measured wt % fluorine have been increased by 11%, corresponding to the
measured % conversion of hydroxyl end groups, which was not quite
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quantitative (see section 3.6.1). The end capping procedure is one of the few
instances where PEMPT-OH15 samples were not analyzed directly. End
capping started with the single precipitated, varying molecular weight PEMPTs
that had been recovered from the reaction tube. The end capping was carried
out in a 2% (w/v) solution and the samples were recovered by precipitation. It is
these samples recovered from a 2% solution that were actually analyzed. GPC
results indicate little difference between the polyesters recovered from 2% and
15 % solutions. Results are presented here for comparison with M ns
determined from proton NMR. Four samples each of PEMPT2 and PEMPT6
were analyzed to obtain an average value for the weight % fluorine while two
samples of each of the remaining polyesters were used.
End group concentrations were also adjusted for the presence of acid
end groups. Acid end group content was determined on PEMPT-OH15
samples following a procedure similar to that of Pilati, et al [1]. All titrations were
conducted under nitrogen with a 2.310 x 10-3 M KOH/methanol solution which
had been standardized using a 5.005 x 10-3 M potassium hydrogen phthalate
solution. Several drops of a 1% phenolphthalene/ethanol solution were used
as an indicator.
3.3.2.2 1 H NMR
Number average molecular weights were also determined by proton
NMR. The resonances used in these calculation will be discussed in
conjunction with the end capping experiments later in this chapter. It should be
mentioned that the close proximity of the end group resonance relative the main
chain resonance used for comparison prevented instrumental integration.
Integration was carried out by cutting and weighing. To minimize the error
introduced by dividing the peaks, six photo copies were made of each samples
spectra which were then used to calculate peak areas and an average value for
the molecular weight. The specifics of the spectrometer operation are
described in section 3.3.3.
3.3.2.3 GPC
GPC was conducted using a Waters Model 590 pump combined with a
Waters WISP Auto Injector Model 71 OB. The detector was a Perkin-Elmer
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Model LC90 variable wave length u.v. detector operated at 254 nm Three
Waters Ultra Styragel columns of 105, 1 04 and 103 A were employed
Chloroform at 1 mL/min was used as the solvent. A Nelson Analytical data
collection system with series 2600 software was used to collect and analyze the
data. Narrow molecular weight polystyrene (PS) standards were used for
calibration. Unless otherwise stated, reported molecular weights are relative to
these PS standards.
3.3.3 NMR: 1|H and 13C
Proton NMR was conducted on a Varian 300-XL spectrometer (300
MHz). Samples solutions were approximately 1% (w/v) with deuterated
chloroform as solvent and TMS used as an internal reference. The pulse width
was 7.0 us (9.3 us equivalent to 90° pulse width) with an acquisition time of
3.725 s and a delay time between pulses of 7.0 s. Sixty-four scans per sample
were recorded.
Carbon-13 NMR was conducted on a Varian 200-XL spectrometer (200
MHz). The sample, PEMPTB, was dissolved in deuterated chloroform (9.5%
w/v). Several drops of TMS (Aldrich 99.9+% NMR grade) were added as an
internal reference. The number of scans was 2048 with proton decoupling
applied.
A carbon-hydrogen HETCOR (heterogeneous correlation) experiment
was also conducted on the Varian 200-XL spectrometer. The PEMPTB sample
prepared for 13C experiment above was used in this experiment. The full
carbon and hydrogen spectral widths of the polyester were scanned.
3.3.4 Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy was conducted on a IBM 38 FTIR under nitrogen at
room temperature. The frequency range was 400-4000 cm" 1 with 4 cm" 1
resolution. One hundred scans were recorded on samples that had been cast
from chloroform solution (approx. 1% w/v) onto NaCI plates and annealed 24 h
under vacuum at 76°C. Samples were stored in a vacuum desiccator over
calcium sulfate prior to scanning.
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3.3.5 Thermal Analysis
Glass transition temperatures were determined from DSC using a Perkin
Elmer DSC-7. Nitrogen was used as a purge gas and ice water bath was used
for subambient cooling. Indium and recrystallized dimethyl isophthalate were
used for calibration standards. All scans were conducted at 20°C/min. Sample
size was ~ 6 mg. Reported Tg s are midpoint values determined from heating
runs. Values are averages of 3 separate runs per sample.
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out on the identical instrument
under the identical conditions as described in Chapter 2. The reported
decomposition temperature, Td, once again represents the temperature at
which the maximum rate of weight loss occurred. Also reported is the % wt loss
at 300°C. Samples PEMPT-1
,
PEMPT-3 and PEMPT-5 were run twice while
PEMPT-2, PEMPT-4
,
PEMPT-6 were run once.
3.3.6 Density
Density measurements were carried out in a density gradient column at
23.1 °C. The column was composed of a sodium bromide (Fisher Scientific
Company) deionized, degassed aqueous solution. Beads of known density,
ranging from 1 .0600-1 .2700 g/cm3
,
were used for calibration. Reported values
are averages of 3-5 samples per polyester. Samples were allowed to
equilibrate 12 h in the column prior to measurement.
3.3.7 Solubility of PEMPTB
The solubility of PEMPTB was determined for a variety of solvents at
room temperature. All solvents were 99% pure or greater, except for 1 ,1 ,2,2-
tetrachloroethane which was 98%. To a 2 ml_ vial, ~ 0.020 g of polymer and 1 .0
ml_ of solvent were added. The vials were covered with teflon tape and then
capped. The solubility of the polyester was identified after 25 h and 75 h in
solution.
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3,4 Characterization: Results and DisnicQinn
3.4.1 Synthesis Conditions and Elemental Analysis
Table 3.1 displays the synthesis conditions for the second stage
polymerization of samples PEMPT1-OH15 through PEMPT6-OH15 and
PEMPTB. Table 3.1 includes the reaction time, temperature and applied
vacuum, as well as, the carbon-hydrogen elemental analysis of the synthesized
polymers. All but one of the six PEMPT samples polymerized in the reaction
tube were synthesized at an oil bath temperature of 250°C. PEMPT2-OH5 and
PEMPTB were polymerized at 245°C. Carbon-hydrogen elemental analysis is
seen to be in good agreement with estimates. However, the experimentally
determined carbon and hydrogen content are both slightly higher than the
theoretical calculations. Initially, it was thought that this may be due to residual
methanol remaining from the precipitation procedure. In calculations including
1% methanol, the theoretical amount of percent carbon and hydrogen would
both be lowered, increasing the difference with the experimentally determined
values. Thus, insufficient drying of the samples does not appear to be the
cause of the discrepancies.
3.4.2 Molecular Weight Determination
Table 3.2 displays the end group data used for the number average
molecular weight calculation. As expected, the measured wt % fluorine
systematically decreases with increasing polymerization time. Included is the
standard deviation for the measured wt % fluorine for each sample. These
deviations include error from the actual measurement of fluorine content and
the adjustment in the fluorine content due to incomplete reaction conversion.
The corresponding number average molecular weights, determined from the
calculated number of hydroxyl end groups and corrected for acid end group
content, are seen to range from 4,100-37,500 g/mol. The percent error in these
measurements increases with increasing M n due to the decrease in the
measured fluorine content with increasing molecular weight of the polyester.
The M ns determined from 1 H NMR are systematically higher than those
determined from the end capping techniques. The discrepancy most likely
results from a systematic error in resolving the two resonances used for the
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Table 3.2 End Group Analysis and Number Average Molecular Weight Data
Polyester
*
Wt. % Fluorine Moles OH
g Polymer
Moles COOH
g Polymer
ivin \cno oroupj Mn (iNlvln)
(x 10"4) (x 10"4 ) (g/mol) (q/mol)
PEMPT1 5.91
± 0.21
4.87 0.0093 4,100
± 150
5,800
± 1,800
PEMPT2 4.07
± 0.15
3.26 0.0141 6100
± 250
7,400
± 2,200
PEMPT3 2.68
± 0.11
2.10 0.0112 9,500
± 400
13,600
± 4,100
PEMPT4 2.22
± 0.10
1.73 0.0174 1 1,500
± 500
17,500
± 5,300
PEMPT51 1— 1 V i 1 1 J 1 .41
± 0.08
1 08
± 1,100 ± 7,700
PEMPT6 0.66
± 0.07
0.50 0.0314 37,500
± 3,800
39,200
± 11,800
PEMPTB 1.44
± 0.08
1.11 0.0245 17,700
± 1,000
21,000
± 6,300
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analysis. The results from NMR follow the general trend of increasing Mns with
increasing reaction time. The two sets of data are within ~ 30% of one another
which is approximately the error in the corresponding NMR measurements.
Table 3.3 displays molecular weight results from GPC analysis. All values are
relative to the PS calibration standards. Once again the general trend of
increasing molecular weight with increasing reaction time is observed. Further
discussion of this data will be included with the discussion of GPC data of end
capped PEMPTs (section 3.6.2).
Table 3.3 also contains the molecular weight data for PC1 and PC2. The
values displayed here are the absolute molecular weights based on the
absolute weight average molecular weights provided by the General Electric
Co. The M ns and Mzs of the two PCs were subsequently determined from the
appropriate polydispersities measured by GPC.
3.4.3 NMR: 1 H and 1 3C
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the 300 MHz proton and 200 MHz carbon
spectra of PEMPTB, respectively. Included above each spectra is the chemical
structure of PEMPT with the corresponding coded hydrogens and carbons,
respectively. It should be noted that in the proton spectrum the peak at 7.266
ppm is associated with chloroform and that at 1 .595 ppm is that of water.
Similarly, in the carbon spectrum, the triplet centered at 77.08 ppm is that of
chloroform. Proton assignments were unambiguous due to chemical shift and
splitting considerations. The Hetcor experiment (Figure 3.3) was used to
assign carbon atoms a, d, e, g and h. Carbon c (the ester functional group) was
assigned to the peak at 165.49 ppm [3], hence, carbon b is assigned to the final
resonance characteristic of an aromatic group, 133.95 ppm. The remaining
resonance, 37.88 ppm, corresponds to the quaternary carbon, f. Table 3.4
summarizes the peak assignments. The hydrogen and carbon resonances of
the terephthalate ring and the methylene sequences adjacent to the carbonyl in
PEMPT are in good agreement with literature values of similar compounds [4-9].
3.4.4 Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy will be used in this dissertation in a qualitative
fashion, thus, a detailed analysis of the resonances, as conducted above for
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Table 3.3 Molecular Weight Data from GPC Analysis*
Polymer Mn
(g/mol)
Mw
(g/mol)
M 7
(g/mol)
lvlw/,vl n M /M
PEMPT1-OH15 3,150 7,310 1 1 700
1 .OU
1
PEMPT2-OH15 4,610 11,940 18,510 2.588 1.551
PEMPT3-OH15 11,550 21,000 31,700 1.821 1.508
PEMPT4-OH15 13,530 25,190 38,070 1.863 1.511
PEMPT5-OH15 17,840 34,510 52 490 1 1 COH
I .Oc 1
PEMPT6-OH15 21,360 42,640 65,400 1.996 1.534
PC1 11,330 17,190 23,860 1.517 1.388
PC2 21,200 30,640 41,660 1.445 1.360
* Polyester molecular weights are relative to polystyrene standards, while PC
molecular weights represent absolute values.
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Figure 3.1 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum of PEMPTB. Also shown
is the chemical structure of PEMPT and the corres-
ponding coded hydrogens.
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Figure 3.2 200 MHz 13C NMR spectrum of PEMPTB. Also shown
is the chemical structure of PEMPT and the corres-
ponding coded carbons.
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Figure 3.3 200 MHz 1 H- 13C hetcor spectrum of PEMPTB.
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Table 3.4 NMR Peak Assignments of PEMPT
Hydrogen* 8 (ppm) Carbon** 5 (ppm)
a 8.081 (s) a 129.616
D 4.290 (s) d 68.503
c 1.118 (s) a 18.847
d 1.591 (q) g 27.289
e 0.979 (t) h 7.708
b 133.953
—
c 165.492
f 37.880
' See Figure 3.1 for hydrogen coding.
** See Figure 3.2 for carbon coding.
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proton and carbon NMR, will not be done. Instead, features that are of specific
interest are noted. Figure 3.4 shows the infrared spectrum of PEMPT5-OH15
The general aspects of the spectrum are in agreement with literature values of
similar polymers [10-13]. Of particular interest is the ability of the polyester to
hydrogen bond. Figure 3.5a,b show the I.R. spectra in the region of 2800-3800
cm-1 of PEMPT1-OH15 and PEMPT5-OH15. As is plainly observed, the broad
hydrogen bonding resonances at 3430 cm-1 and 3550 cm-1 are much more
apparent in the lower molecular weight polyester. A sharper peak is observed
in sample PEMPT5-OH15 at 3585 cm-1. This peak „ not apparem jn the ^
molecular weight sample, although it could be obscured by the broad 3550
cm-1 peak Self associated hydrogen bonds have been observed in pure
phenoxy to occur as broad peaks at 3450 cm-1 while the free hydroxyl is found
at 3570 cm-1 [u] )n the current samp |eSj the sharp resonance at 3585 cm_ 1 jg
assigned to the unassociated hydrogens, while the broad resonance at 3430
cm-1 is assigned to the self associated hydroxyl-hydroxyl interaction. The
remaining broad peak at 3550 cm-1 is assigned to a hydroxyl-carbonyl
hydrogen bond. A resonance in this frequency region has been assigned to
this interaction in a phenoxy/poly(e-caprolactone) blend [14].
3.4.5 Thermal Analysis
Figure 3.6 is a DSC scan of PEMPTB from 30-250°C. A single sharp Tg
is observed at 62.3°C. With its 2-ethyl-2-methyl substitution on the propyl
group, PEMPT has the potential to form an atactic structure and would be
expected to exhibit the behavior of an amorphous polymer. However, if long
enough sequences of a regular crystallizable structure had been formed, the
melting point would likely be no greater than that of polypropylene
terephthalate) (PPrT), 227°C [15]. With no other transitions observed in the
above temperature range, it can be concluded that PEMPT is indeed
amorphous.
Table 3.5 summarizes the DSC and TGA data of all the polyesters.
Examining the data for the varying molecular weight PEMPT samples, the Tg
varies with the molecular weight of the polyester. Fox and Flory [16,17] have
shown using free volume arguments that the observed Tg should increase with
increasing molecular weight according to the functional form,
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Figure 3.5 FTIR spectrum displaying the hydrogen bonding
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Table 3.5 Thermal Analysis and Density Data
Polyester T9
(°C)
ACp
(J/g °C)
Td
*
(°C)
% wt. loss
@ 300°C
Density
(q/cm3 )
PEMPT1 55.2 .256 470 1.11 1.190
PEMPT2 58.3 .262 470 0.90 1.190
PEMPT3 60.7 .245 470 0.76 1.192
GO 0 A 7ft 0.28 1.190
PEMPT5 64.2 .242 467 0.48 1.194
PEMPT6 65.4 .253 466 0.12 1.194
PEMPTB 62.0 1.190
PC1 145.4 .253 1 .20"
PC2 149.3 .251 1 .20"
* Temperature of the maximum rate of thermal decomposition.
" From reference [20].
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(3.1)
Observed glass transition temperature.
Glass transition temperature at infinite molecular weight.
Number average molecular weight.
Constant related to the thermal expansion coefficients of
the glassy and rubbery states.
Figure 3.7 is a plot of the Tg vs. the inverse M n for samples PEMPT1 -
OH1 5 through PEMPT6-OH15. The data fits the above functional form well with
the Tg,^ equal to 66.3°C and the constant K equal to 8.85 x 10* °C g/mol. It
should be noted that the above values were calculated for Tgs determined at a
heating rate of 20°C/min. and that no extrapolations to zero scanning rate were
made. It is seen that an order of magnitude increase in Mn leads to a 10°C
increase in the glass transition temperature of the polyester.
Polyesters used for industrial applications have molecular weights
generally in the range of 15,000-30,000. In the case of PEMPT, this
corresponds to a range in the Tg of 62-66°C. Using this range, the effect of the
ethyl-methyl substitution on Tg will be examined. Smith, et al. [18], report the Tg
of PPrT as 35°C from a DTA experiment, while Wick, et al. [1 5], report the Tg of
Poly(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propylene terephthalate) (PDMPT) to be 70.9°C as
measured by DSC at a 10°C/min scanning rate. Due to the dimethyl
substitution, the Tg of PDMPT is seen to be increased 35°C over that of PPrT.
The ethyl-methyl substitution of PEMPT also leads to a T
g
increase of 25-30°C
over that of PPrT. However, the increase is lower than that observed for
PDMPT. This type of behavior has been observed in a previous study on
substituted PETs [19].
Fagerburg reports an increase from 78°C to 95°C in the Tg of poly(1 ,2-
propylene terephthalate) compared to that of PET [19]. Upon lengthening of the
substituent from methyl in poly(1 ,2-propylene terephthalate) through the series
ethyl, propyl and butyl, the Tg of the substituted PETs was shown to
systematically decrease; 80°C, 67°C, 58°C. The overall behavior has been
described in terms of two competing factors effecting Tg . One is that initial
methyl substitution increases the energy barrier to rotation of the main chain
carbons, stiffening the polymer chain and thus raising the Tg . The second is
Tg>00 :
M n :
K:
4 5
Figure 3.7 Tg vs. 1/M n of PEMPT1-0H15 through PEMPT6-
OH15 samples.
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that upon increasing the substituted group's length, the packing efficiency of the
chains is decreased. This can be thought of as an increase in the free volume
of the polymer which will consequently decrease the Tg . In the case of both
PDMPT and PEMPT, the energy barrier to rotation-stiffening effect is dominating
the substituent length-free volume effect and a large increase in the Tg is
observed compared to that of PPrT. The lengthening-free volume effect is also
seen, with a decrease in T
g
observed upon going from methyl-methyl to ethyl-
methyl substitution.
Table 3.5 also displays the T
g
s and ACps of PC1 and PC2. The Tg of
PC1 is observed to be slightly lower than that of PC2. This is in conjunction with
the lower molecular weight of PC1 relative to PC2.
The TGA data of Table 3.5 shows several features including that the
temperature of the maximum rate of decomposition, Td , is relatively insensitive
to changes in the molecular weight. The average value for the entire molecular
weight population being 468°C. This value is in agreement with the previously
measured value identified during the screening study. Also reported for the
PEMPT-OH1 5 samples is the % wt. loss at 300°C. It is observed that there is a
general increase in the weight loss with decreasing molecular weight. This fact
is most likely caused by the greater percentage of low molecular weight
polymer that must be present in the molecular weight distribution of the PEMPT
samples having smaller Mns. At 300°C some of the oligomeric type species that
make up the distribution may indeed be volatile or more prone to thermal
degradation and lead to the observed weight loss.
3.4.6 Density
Since variations in T
g
s can be described in terms of free volume effects
associated with varying molecular weight polyesters, one might anticipate a
systematic change in density among the polyesters. Table 3.5 also contains
density data for the PEMPT samples. Indeed, a slight increase in density is
observed with increasing molecular weight. However, the span is only ± 0.002
g/cm3
,
which is within experimental error. On this basis, the densities are
equivalent. The population as a whole has a density of 1.191 ± 0.003 g/cm3 .
This value agrees with the reported densities of aliphatic side-chain substituted
PET's, poly(1,2 pentylene terephthalate) and poly(1,2 hexylene terephthalate),
4 7
reported by Fagerburg [19]. The literature value for the density of PC is also
listed [20].
3.4.7 Solubility of PEMPTB
With its amorphous structure, the solubility of PEMPT is expected to be
increased over its crystallizable counterparts PET and PBT. Table 3.6 identifies
the solubility of PEMPTB in a variety of solvents. The table is divided by solvent
type including: aliphatic, alcoholic, aromatic and chlorinated. In addition, some
other commonly used solvents were also tested. Included in Table 3.6 is the
solubility parameter of each solvent [21].
PEMPTB is completely insoluble in both aliphatic and alcoholic type
solvents. The solubility parameters of these solvents are characterized as
being on the upper and lower end of those tested. PEMPTB is insoluble in
dimethyl sulfoxide, another high solubility parameter solvent. On the other
hand, PEMPTB is completely soluble in all the aromatic and chlorinated
solvents tested. These solvents have solubility parameters in the range of 8.5-
10.5 (cal/cm3 ) 1/2 . In addition, PEMPTB is soluble in THF and methyl ethyl
ketone, both having solubility parameters in the above range. PEMPTB is
partially soluble in three other polar aprotic solvents; n,n-dimethylformamide,
acetonitrile, and acetone. These three solvents have solubility parameters just
inside or slightly above the upper limit listed above.
The average solubility parameter of the ten solvents that PEMPTB is
completely soluble in will be taken as a rough approximation for the solubility
parameter of PEMPT itself. This value is 9.4 ± 0.6 (cal/cm3 ) 1/2 . Using the molar
attraction constants of Van Krevelen [22], a solubility parameter of 9.44
(cal/cm3 ) 1/2 is calculated from group contributions. This value is in agreement
with the experimental observations. As anticipated, PEMPT, due to its
amorphous structure, is soluble in a considerably wide variety of solvents
compared to PET and PBT. At room temperature, PET and PBT are only
soluble in phenols, phenol-chlorohydrocarbon mixtures and trihalogenoacetic
acids [23].
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Table 3.6 Solubility of PEMPTB
Solvent
([cal/cm3]i/2)
OOiUDIHTy
(25 h)
Solubility
(75
Hexane 7.3
i
Heptane 7 45
Decane 7.75
!
oycionexane 8.2
i
Methanol 14.5
,
Ethanol 12.7
1-Propanol 11.9
1-Butanol 11.4 1
Ron7ono n i c9. 10 S S
Toluene 8.9 S S
P-Xylene 8.8 s S
Diphlnrnmothano Q 7 co oo
f"^h rr> 4r\rmwuiuruiur rn oo s
f^a rhnn "TotraohloriHovdlUUil l cUauiiiunuc 0.0 Q co
1 2-Dichloroethanp Qo co
1 ,1 ,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 10.4 s S
Dimethyl Sulfoxide 13.4 1 1
N, N-Dimethylformamide 12.1 p p
Acetonitrile 11.9 p p
Acetone 10.0 p p
Tetrahydrofuran 9.9 S S
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 9.3 S s
I: Insoluble.
S: Soluble.
P: Partially soluble, solvent plasticized PEMPT.
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3,5 End Capping nf PFfwiPJ
3.5.1 Introduction
The end capping of PEMPT is conducted for two reasons. One, which
has been previously discussed, is for the determination of the polyester's Mn s.
The second is to identify the effect of end group type on the phase behavior of
PEMPT/PC blends. End capping is one possible method of preventing end
group transreaction. The study of how these end groups may effect blend
phase behavior is thus important. PEMPT samples will be end capped with two
different acid chlorides, heptafluorobutyryl chloride and benzoyl chloride.
Original end capping experiments follow a standard procedure used for
the determination of polyester M ns [24]. In particular, the molecular weight of
poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT) and other aromatic-aliphatic polyesters has
been determined by reacting the hydroxyl groups with succinic anhydride
creating an acid end group [1 ,25]. A quantitative measure of the number of end
groups (and hence, the number of polymer molecules) per gram of sample may
then be obtained from a simple titration.
Following the procedure of Pilati, et al. [1], acylation of PEMPT with
succinic anhydride in refluxing 1 ,1 ,2,2-tetrachloroethane with pyridine as the
acylation catalyst led to coloration of the initially clear, colorless solution. This
color varied from yellow to dark brown as the reaction progressed. The
precipitated polymer, which had been washed repeatedly with methanol
followed by vacuum drying, remained grey-brown in color. When redissolved in
chloroform, the polymer once again formed a dark, brown solution.
Determination of the number of acid end groups; by titration with a
standardized, basic alcohol solution using phenol red as an indicator was
impossible due to this dark, brown color. Repeated attempts at the acylation
reaction yielded similar results.
With these disappointing results, a different approach was consequently
taken to determine the hydroxyl end group content of the polyester. Alcohols
are known to react with acid chlorides to very high yields under relatively mild
conditions [26]. Perfluorinated acid chlorides are particularly reactive due to the
strong electron withdrawing ability of the fluorines alpha to the carbonyl.
Additionally, elemental analysis of fluorine is well developed [27-30] with
detection limits on the order of 10 6 M [27]. Reaction of the hydroxyl end groups
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of PEMPT with heptafluorobutyryl chloride (HFBC) produces a fluorine rich ester
end group. At molecular weights of about 40,000 g/mol, the fluorine content is
approximately 0.6 wt % which is measurable to within 10 % by standard
analytical techniques. At molecular weights of 4,000 g/mol the precision is
about 1 % and the relatively high fraction of end groups enables one to monitor
the progress of the end capping reaction by NMR. This technique offers the
additional advantage of small sample size (2-5 mg) required for analysis
compared to that for common titration procedures (-0.5 g). However, this
procedure does not account for the presence of the small amount of acid end
groups which remain after the initial polyesterification. Corrections to the
molecular weight due to these moieties were described earlier.
3.5.2 Materials
The PEMPT samples varying in molecular weight that had been
recovered from the reaction tube (single precipitated) and PEMPTB were used
for the end capping procedure. Heptafluorobutyryl chloride (HFBCI) (Aldrich
98%) was distilled trap-to-trap and stored under nitrogen prior to use. Benzoyl
chloride (BZCI) (Aldrich 99 +%) and pyridine (Aldrich 99+%, anhydrous) were
used as received. Chloroform (Aldrich, HPLC grade) was distilled under
nitrogen from P2O5 and stored under nitrogen.
3.5.3 Procedure
The HFBCI end capping procedure is described below. Variations to the
procedure for the BZCI end capping follow this description. Chloroform (40 ml_)
was transferred via cannula to a nitrogen-purged 100 ml_ round bottom flask
containing 0.8 g of PEMPT and a magnetic stir bar. Three hours were allowed
for the the polymer to dissolve at ambient temperature. HFBCI (0.65 ml_, 4.4
mmol) was then added via syringe while the solution was vigorously stirred.
Two samples for each molecular weight PEMPT were prepared in this manner.
After all samples had been prepared, the 100 mL R.B. flasks were placed in a
Lab-Line, Orbit Environ-Shaker operating at approx. 60 rpm. All reactions were
carried out at room temperature with one set of samples removed after 18 h
while the other set was removed after 94 h of reaction.
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The polymers were recovered by a precipitation procedure which
term.nated the end capping reaction. The solutions were added dropwise to
400 mL methanol under rigorous mixing. The precipitated polymers were then
rigorously washed with 3 x 40 mL aliquots of fresh methanol followed by drying
under vacuum at 80 °C for 5 days. The other set of samples was recovered and
dried in a similar fashion after 94 h of reaction at ambient temperature.
Variations to the procedure for BZCI end capping included the use of
smaller sample sizes ~ 0.2 g. The volume of chloroform was subsequently
decreased to 10 mL. BZCI (0.37 mL, 3.2 mmol) was added along with pyridine
(0.26 mL, 3.2 mmol) as catalyst. These reactions were carried out at ambient
temperature for 48 h. The samples were precipitated into 100 mL methanol,
followed by washing with 3 x 10 mL fresh methanol. The polyesters were dried
as described above. In addition to these samples, control samples of PEMPT
varying in molecular weight were also prepared. These samples followed the
procedure for the BZCI end capped PEMPTs, except no BZCI or pyridine was
added to the solution. The three sets of samples, HFBCI end capped, BZCI end
capped and the controls are designated as PEMPT-HFB, PEMPT-BNZ and
PEMPT-OH2, respectfully. The "OH" once again represents the hydroxyl end
group and the "2" signifies that these polyesters were recovered from a 2 % w/v
PEMPT/chloroform solution. The corresponding three end groups structures
are shown in Figure 3.8.
3,6 Characterization of Fnd Capped PFMPTs: Results and QiSfiUSSiflD
Fluoride analysis was conducted at the University of Massachusetts
Microanalysis Laboratory. The procedure involves combustion of the sample
utilizing the Schoniger oxygen-flask technique with capture of the fluoride ions
in an aqueous solution [30]. Fluoride concentration is then determined using a
calibrated, fluoride selective electrode. The Mns determined from the fluoride
analysis were discussed in Section 3.4.2 and will not be reiterated here. One
point which directly effected the M n calculation, extent of hydroxyl conversion in
the PEMPT-HFB samples, is presented here. The reason for delaying
discussion of this point is that % conversion was determined from 1 H NMR and
it is felt that NMR analysis would be better understood in the context of this
section on end capping. Proton NMR, GPC and DSC were conducted as
5 2
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Figure 3.8 End group structures of PEMPT a) PEMPT-OH
b) PEMPT-HFB and c) PEMPT-BNZ.
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previously described in this chapter. The exception being that DSC data is the
average of two separate runs per polyester.
3.6.1 1H NMR
End capping reactions allow the identification and confirmation of
resonances associated with the hydroxy! end groups in the as synthesized
(hydroxy! terminated) PEMPT. Thus, what follows is an intermixed discussion of
the NMR of the end capped samples, as well as, that of the original polyesters.
Figure 3.9a,b shows the substitutions on the propylene group of PEMPT
including dual aromatic ester and aromatic ester/hydroxyl, respectfully. The
protons have been alphabetically coded (note: the coding does not correspond
to that of section 3.4.3). The 'H NMR spectra of PEMPT-OH15 with molecular
weights varying from 4,100-37,500 g/mol (reaction times varying from 10-180
min) are shown in Figure 3.10. The region displayed corresponds to the
backbone methylene protons of the propylene group (protons a, b and c in
Figure 3.9a,b). The large singlet at 4.290 ppm has previously been assigned to
the methylene protons with dual aromatic ester substitution, protons a. Two
additional resonances, a singlet at 4.231 ppm and a multiplet centered at 3.423
ppm, decrease with increasing molecular weight (increasing polymerization
time). With the number of end groups expected to decrease with increasing
second stage reaction time (increasing M n ), these resonances are tentatively
assigned to the methylene protons of a hydroxyl terminated propylene group, b
and c, respectively.
Upon formation of the hydroxyl end group (Figure 3.9b), the resonance
associated with the methylene protons adjacent to the remaining aromatic ester,
protons b, are expected to remain a singlet and be shifted slightly upfield. This
is caused by the removal of the other deshielding aromatic ester. The
resonance at 4.231 ppm is assigned to these methylene protons. Methylene
protons adjacent to a hydroxyl groups are known to be multiplets due to splitting
associated with the adjacent hydroxyl proton [26]. This fact, combined with the
large upfield shift expected with the removal of the aromatic ester, enables the
multiplet at 3.423 ppm to be assigned to the methylene protons adjacent to the
hydroxyl end group, protons c. The relative shift of proton b downfield from
proton c is in general agreement with the shifts seen in model compounds
studied by Judas, et al. [4]. It should be noted that the resonance of the hydroxyl
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Figure 3.9 Substitution of the propylene group of PEMPT a) dual
aromatic ester and b) aromatic ester/hydroxyl.
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Figure 3.10 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the backbone
methylene region of PEMPT at the indicated
molecular weights.
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proton is observed as a triplet at 2.174 ppm. This fact has been varified by the
addition of deuterium oxide to the NMR sample solution. A decrease in intensity
of the 2.174 ppm resonance, as well as, a collapse of the multiplet at 3.423 ppm
to a quartet is observed, Figure 3.1 1a,b. This behavior is expected for
hydrogen-deuterium exchange of an alcohol, providing additional confirmation
for the above peak assignments. Additional evidence that these two
resonances are associated with hydroxy! terminated propylene end groups is
contained in the 1H NMR spectra of the HFBC end capped PEMPT samples.
Figure 3.12a-c shows the identical region of the 1 H spectra
corresponding to PEMPT2 reacted with HFBC for 0, 18, and 94 h., respectively.
Both the resonances at 4.231 ppm and 3.423 ppm are seen to decrease in
intensity with increasing end capping time. The decrease in intensity of these
two resonances with increased end capping time, representing the conversion
of the hydroxyl groups to heptafluorobutyrate esters, confirms that these
resonances correspond to the methylene protons of the hydroxyl terminated
propylene group. Similarly, Figure 3.13 shows the same region of the spectra
for the PEMPT2 after reaction with BZCI. Both the 4.231 and 3.423 ppm
resonances are gone, reaffirming the assignments.
Similarly, Figure 3.14 displays the aromatic region associated with the
1 H NMR of the non-end capped PEMPT samples. The large resonance at
8.081 ppm has previously been assigned to the protons of a terephthalate ring
with dual aliphatic-aromatic ester substitution (protons d in Figure 3.9a). The
smaller resonance at 8.065 ppm decreases with increasing M n . This peak will
be assigned to the protons of a terephthalate ring with aliphatic-aromatic
ester/aliphatic-hydroxyl substitution (protons e in Figure 3.9b). This assignment
is confirmed once again by examining the proton spectra of the HFBC end
capped samples. Figure 3.15a-c displays the aromatic region corresponding to
the proton NMR of PEMPT2 reacted with HFBC for 0, 18 and 94 h. It is
observed that as end capping reaction time increases, the resonance at 8.065
ppm decreases. The decrease in intensity of this peak with increased end
capping time once again corresponds to the conversion of the hydroxyl groups
to heptafluorobutyrate groups and varifies the assignment of this resonance.
Additionally, the proton NMR of the aromatic region of PEMPT2-BNZ, Figure
3.16, shows complete disappearance of this resonance and a new resonance
at 8.070 ppm. It is apparent from this discussion that the terephthalate group
adjacent to the terminal propylene group is magnetically non-equivalent to the
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Figure 3.11 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the backbone
methylene and the hydroxyl region of PEMPT
a) before and b) after D2O wash.
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Figure 3.12 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the backbone
methylene region of PEMPT2. End capping reaction
times with HFBCI of a) 0 b) 18 c) 94 h.
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4.290
3.4 ppm
Fiaure 3 13 300 MHz 1H NMR spectrum displaying the methylene
backbone region of PEMPT2 after end capping with
BZCI.
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Figure 3.14 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the aromatic
region of PEMPT at the indicated molecular weights.
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Figure 3.15 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the aromatic
region of PEMPT2. End capping reaction times with
HFBCI of a) 0 b) 18 and c) 94 h.
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Figure 3.16 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the aromatic
region of PEMPT2 after end capping with BZCI.
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terephthalic groups with dual aliphatic-aromatic substitution (hydrogens d in
F-gure 3.9a). It should be mentioned, that it was these two resonances 8 081
and 8.065 ppm, that were used to calculate M ns from 1H NMR (Table 3.2)
Figures 3.13 and 3.16 indicate complete conversion of hydroxy! groups
to benzylate end groups. In contrast, it is observed in Figures 3.12 and 3 15
that the resonances associated with the propylene-hydroxyl end group 4 231
3.423 and 8.065 ppm, are still observable after 94 h of reaction. This indicates
that the end capping with HFBCI was not completely quantitative. Using the
resonance at 8.065 ppm, it is estimated from the 1H NMR spectra of end capped
and non-end capped PEMPT1-OH15 and PEMPT2-OH15 samples that 10 ± 3%
of the hydroxyl groups remained after end capping. In order to obtain an
accurate measure of the number average molecular weight, it is required that
the measured wt % fluoride be adjusted accordingly. It is this adjustment that
was previously mentioned in section 3.3.2.1.
3.6.2 Molecular Weights: GPC
Table 3.7 displays the molecular weight data obtained from GPC for
PEMPT-OH2, PEMPT-HFB and PEMPT-BNZ. The values for PEMPT-HFB and
PEMPT-BNZ are in good agreement
. At the high molecular weights, the
polydispersity (Mw/M n ) approaches a value of 2, which is the theoretical
prediction for polyesters synthesized by a step growth mechanism [31]. It is
noticed that as the molecular weight decreases for these two end capped
polymers, the polydispersity decreases. This behavior is thought to be
associated with the precipitation procedure used to recover the polyesters. It
must be assumed that polymers/oligomers below a certain low molecular
weight will be soluble in the solvent used for recovery, especially at the low
polymer concentrations employed during recovery. As the molecular weight
decreases, the fraction of low molecular weight species increases, thus, a
greater fraction of these low molecular weight species are removed. The
consequence of this behavior is that as the polyester molecular weight is
lowered, the polydispersity is also decreased. Deviations from this behavior are
observed in the samples of PEMPT-OH15 and PEMPT-OH2 (Tables 3.3 and
3.7).
Comparing the M ns of these two hydroxyl terminated polyesters, the
values are in good agreement with one another, indicating that the original
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Table 3.7 Molecular Weights of End Capped PEMPTs from GPC Analysis
r uiytjsier M n
(g/mol)
Mw
(g/mol)
Mz
(g/mol)
Mw/M n Mz/Mw
PPMDT1 nunrtMr I 1 -UH2 3,440 8,070 12,170 2.343 1.508
rtMr 1 2-UH2 5,559 13,310 20,540 2.395 1.543
PEMPT3-OH2 10,180 21 ,210i j mm • V 33 o?n
1 .557
PEMPT4-OH2 12,230 25,410 39,500 2.077 1.555
PEMPT5-OH2 17,100 34,100 52,690 1.994 1.545
PEMPT6-OH2 21,070 42,260 65,230 2.006 1.544
rbMr 1 1 -HFB 6,310 8,751 11,934 1.387 1.364
DCMDTO UCDrtMr 1 2-nhD O ft il A8,840 13,370 19,090 1.513 1.428
PEMPT3-HFB 12,500 21 280 31 992 1 7m
1 . / uo I -OUo
PEMPT4-HFB 14,430 25,450 38,643 1.764 1.518
PEMPT5-HFB 18,370 34,170 52,290 1.860 1.530
PEMPT6-HFB 21,820 42,410 65,340 1.944 1.507
rtMPTi -BNZ 5,549 8,010 11,240 1.443 1.404
PEMPT2-BNZ 8,620 13,190 18,950 1.530 1.436
PEMPT3-BNZ 11,530 20,280 30,820 1.759 1.520
PEMPT4-BNZ 13,550 24,460 37,280 1.805 1.524
PEMPT5-BNZ 17,990 33,650 51,240 1.871 1.523
PEMPT6-BNZ 21,670 41,990 64,200 1.938 1.529
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PEMPT chloroform ratio (2% and 15%) did not significantly alter ,he molecular
i?ZT : of ,hese ,wo se,s of po,yes,ers -
»
sh- id be
he ch ,or form/methano, ratio used during precipitation was identical for the twohydroxy! terminated polyesters and for the end capped samples as well This
rat,o .s perhaps more important if low molecular weight species are soluble in
the recovery solvent.
Comparing these Mns with the values for PEMPT-HFB and PEMPT-BNZ
significant differences are observed between the hydroxyl and end capped
polyesters. This difference is most prominent at the two lowest molecular
we.ghts. The higher molecular weights, however, are observed to be in good
agreement with the end capped samples. It is also noticed that the decrease in
the polydispersity with decreasing molecular weights is not observed in the
hydroxyl terminated samples. The two lowest molecular weights have
polydispersities significantly greater than that predicted from theory. Thus it
appears that at the low molecular weights, high hydroxyl content, PEMPT-OH2
and PEMPT-OH15 are interacting with the GPC columns. Interaction with the
columns would be expected to slow the travel of the polyesters, making the
calculated Mns lower and the polydispersity greater, as is observed. It should
also be pointed out that the molecular weight averages that are less dependent
on low molecular weight species, Mw and Mz , are in much better agreement
with the end capped samples at all molecular weights. This would also indicate
that the lowest molecular weight species are indeed interacting with the column.
3.6.3 Thermal Analysis
Table 3.8 displays the thermal data obtained from DSC. As expected, all
three sets of data show decreasing T
g
s as the Mn (determined from HFBC end
capping and corrected for acid end groups) decreases. The interesting
characteristic of this data is that the end capped samples have T
g
s that are
lower than the hydroxyl terminated polyesters. Figure 3.17 shows a plot of T
g
vs. 1/M n for PEMPT-OH2, PEMPT-HFB, and PEMPT-BNZ. The Tgs of the end
capped samples are nearly identical, while the deviations between the hydroxyl
and capped T
g
s increases with decreasing M
n . The extrapolation to infinite
molecular weight all approach a similar value in the range of 66-68°C.
It appears that the ability of the PEMPT-OH samples to hydrogen bond is
altering the physical properties of these samples. Hydrogen bonding would act
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Table 3.8 Thermal Analysis Data of End Capped PEMPTs
PEMP-T-OH2 PEMPT-HFB PEMPT-BNZ
Mn,vi n
(g/mol)
Ts
(°C)
AOp
(J/g °C) (°C)
AC p
(J/g °C)
Tg
(°C)
AC p
(J/g °C)
DO .D 48.2 0.219 47.4 0.230
D I . I 54.3 0.244 54.5 0.263
9,500 63.1 0.250 58.7 0.264 57.9 0.258
11,500 64.2 0.257 60.7 0.262 59.5 0.279
18,200 65.5 0.243 63.1 0.266 62.4 0.257
37,500 65.9 0.237 65.1 0.263 64.1 0.258
6 7
O PEMPT-0H2
" PEMPT-HFB
A PEMPT-BNZ
40
"I 1 " 1 1 1
,
1°1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1/M n x 104 (mol/g)
Figure 3.17 Tg vs. 1/M n of the indicated end capped PEMPTs.
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to stiffen the chain and increase T
g . At low molecular weights, where the
greatest concentration of OH groups exist and the greatest level of hydrogen
bonding is anticipated (see Section 3.4.4), the interaction should be the highest
It is also expected that the effect would decrease as the concentration of end
groups decreased (increasing molecular weight). The current observations are
in agreement with these two statements. One additional point to be made aboutthe thermal analysis of PEMPT-OH2 and PEMPT-OH15 blends is that the Tgs ofPEMPT-OH15 samples are slightly lower than those of PEMPT-OH2 samples
The average difference is 1 .7°C. The reason for the discrepancy is not
apparent.
3.7 Conclusion^
The synthesis, purification and characterization of the model polyester,
PEMPT, was carried out using standard two stage polycondensation techniques
with titanium (IV) isopropoxide as catalyst. Characterization included the
following: carbon and hydrogen elemental analysis, end group analysis,
molecular weight and distribution (end group, NMR and GPC analysis), 'iH and
13C NMR spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, thermal analysis (DSC and
TGA), density and solubility studies. Elemental analysis was in agreement with
calculated values. Number average molecular weights were determined from a
novel end capping technique which involved reacting the hydroxyl ends of
PEMPT with HFBCI followed by the analysis of the wt % fluorine. M ns ranging
from 4,100 to 37,500 g/mol were calculated. The M ns obtained from end
capping were in agreement with the values calculated from 1 H NMR.
All of the main chain proton and carbon resonances of PEMPT were
identified and assigned. They were in general agreement with literature values
of similar compounds. Infrared spectroscopy was used in a qualitative sense to
identify hydrogen bonding of the hydroxyl end groups. As expected, the 4,100
g/mol PEMPT exhibited a much greater level of hydrogen bonding compared to
a 18,000 g/mol sample. DSC analysis exhibited only a single Tg , confirming the
anticipated amorphous structure of PEMPT. The Tg of PEMPT varied with
varying molecular weight, following the inverse function of molecular weight as
predicted by Fox and Flory. Tgs ranged from 55.2°C-65.4°C as the molecular
weight ranged from 4,100-37,500 g/mol. TGA analysis agreed with the earlier
results of Chapter 2. The maximum rate of decomposition showed no molecular
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weight dependence. The weight loss at 300°C increased slightly as molecular
weight was lowered. The density of PEMPT was 1.191 g/cm3
( being relatively
insensitive to molecular weight variations. This value agrees with the density of
polyesters with similar structure. Due to its amorphous structure PEMPT
displayed improved solubility compared to PET and PBT which are capable of
crystallization. PEMPT was soluble in solvents that had solubility parameters in
the range of 8.8-10.4 (cal/cm3)i/2.
In addition to this, the end capping of PEMPT with HFBCI and BZCI was
described in detail. Characterization of these samples included 1H NMR GPC
and DSC. Comparison of the NMR analysis of these samples and the
previously mentioned hydroxy! terminated polyesters allowed the unambiguous
assignment of resonances corresponding to the hydroxy! end groups in PEMPT
These resonances can now be used to identify alcoholysis interchange reaction
between the hydroxy! groups of PEMPT and the carbonate groups of PC. The
resonances were also used to monitor the two end capping reactions.
GPC results on the end capped samples agree with one another across
the entire polyester molecular weight range examined. In general, the
molecular weight distribution narrowed as the molecular weight of the polyester
was lowered. This is thought to be caused by selective fractionation of the low
molecular weight species during the recovery/purification of the polyesters. At
high molecular weights, the measured polydispersity agreed with the theoretical
value of two. GPC results on the hydroxyl terminated polyesters indicated that
the polyesters of low molecular weight were interacting with the columns.
Within experimental error, the Tgs of the end capped PEMPTs were
identical across the entire range of molecular weights analyzed. However, the
Tgs of the HFB and BNZ end capped PEMPTs were not in agreement with the
values determined for the hydroxyl terminated PEMPTs. In general, the Tgs of
the hydroxyl terminated samples were greater than those of the HFB or BNZ
terminated polyesters. The deviation increased as the molecular weight of the
polyesters was lowered. This phenomenon was explained in terms of the
hydrogen bonding capabilities of the hydroxyl terminated PEMPTs which could
lead to a stiffer, higher Tg polyester. The Tgs of all three PEMPTs; OH, BNZ and
HFB; extrapolated to the same value at infinite molecular weight.
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CHAPTER 4
PHASE BEHAVIOR: COMPOSITION, MOLECULAR WEIGHT
AND END GROUP EFFECTS
4.1 Introduction
Before the effects of interchange reaction on blend phase behavior can
be examined, the equilibrium phase behavior prior to transreaction must be
established. This information serves as the basis upon which the transreacting
blends are judged. Variations in the blend phase behavior is determined as a
function of three variables, composition ratio, molecular weight and end group
type. Phase behavior studies are conducted as a function of the composition
ratio to identify the magnitude this variable has on the observed level of
intermixing. Studies examining varying molecular weight yield information
useful in several ways. First, by applying appropriate theories, some insight into
the thermodynamics of the blend are obtained. In particular, this data allows an
estimation of the interaction parameter. Later, this parameter is used to interpret
the phase behavior results of transreacting blends. Second, the degree of
polymerization (critical molecular weights) required to form a single phase
blend are determined. This data is also used to help interpret the
thermodynamic aspects of transreacting blends.
The role of end group type relative to the observed phase behavior is
also examined. Of particular interest is the effect the hydroxyl end group has on
the resulting phase behavior, i.e., whether or not end group hydrogen bonding
is important. Of equal interest is to identify the concentration of end groups
(molecular weight of the polyester) at which significant changes in the phase
behavior are observed. Before presenting the details of these studies,
background information is discussed. Appropriate thermodynamic aspects of
polymer blends is presented followed by a literature review of the phase
behavior of PBT/PC and PET/PC blends. The importance of identifying the
equilibrium phase behavior prior to exchange reaction is illustrated in this
review.
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4.2 BackgrnjipH
4.2.1 Thermodynamics of Polymer Blends
The thermodynamics of solutions are governed by the free energy of
mixing, AGm> composed of an entropic and an enthalpic contribution [13] For
polymer solutions, Flory [4] and Muggins [5] were the first to modify the entropic
contribution to the free energy to account for the decrease in configurational
entropy associated with the macromolecular chains. Both authors later
extended this derivation to include an enthalpic term producing an equation for
the free energy of mixing a polymer and a solvent [6,7]. This lattice model
served as the basis for many of the models latter developed to improve the
original Flory-Huggins equation. Further refinement by Flory [8] and Scott and
Magat [9] lead to the derivation of AGm for the mixing of a polydisperse polymer
and a solvent
.
Scott later derived the free energy of mixing for a pair of
monodisperse polymers [10]. The result, Equation 1, represents a general
expression for the free energy of mixing per lattice site of a monodisperse
binary blend composed of N1X1 + N2X2 sites, where the subscripts indicate
components 1 and 2.
AUm = KT[ -^j— + + X12M2J (4.1
)
Nj: number of polymer molecules of component i.
Xj: relative chain length of component i (based on reference molar
volume Vr).
<J)j: volume fraction of component i.
X12: interaction parameter,
k: Boltzmann constant.
T: Absolute temperature.
The importance of Equation 1 lies in its ability to qualitatively/semi-
quantitatively predict the effect of varying composition and chain length on the
free energy of mixing. The temperature dependence of the free energy is often
manifested in the temperature dependence of %12- In the absence of specific
interactions between the two components, X12 is described as having an
7 4
.nverse relationship with temperature [11]. This fact is associated with the
observation that the heat of mixing is often endothermic and .eads to the
pred.ct.on of an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) in polymer blendsUsmg equations such as Equation 1, the binodal and spinodal curves can be'
calculated by applying the appropriate stability conditions [12, 13]. For a binarypolymer blend, the binodal is calculated by determining the chemical potentials
with respect to each component in each phase and setting the respective pairs
of potentials equal to one another, Equations 2a and b.
An2'= A\i2
"
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
AuV; Chemical potential with respect to component i in phase 1
.
Am"
:
Chemical potential with respect to component i in phase 2.
The equations for the chemical potentials are usually complex, containing
logarithmic and quadratic terms in
ft. Thus, the calculation of the binodal is
difficult and is rarely done. The spinodal is more amendable to exact
calculation being determined from the condition (at constant temperature and
pressure),
a2AGm
dd>,2
=
° (4.3)
yielding,
zi2s=1/2[
*k +>i ] <4 -4>
The critical conditions at constant temperature and pressure are determined
from Equation 1 by setting the 2nd and 3rd derivatives of AGm with respect to an
independent composition variable equal to one another, Equation 5.
a2AGm
_
33AGm
d<bj2
"
a<bj3 <
4
-5
>
7 5
The interaction parameter and compositions a, the critical point can then bedetermined by Equations 6 and 7, respectively [11].
*12'= 1/2 [(^ + (X^72] 2
01c =
2 )
1 '2J (4.6)
1
1 + (Xi/X2 ) 1 /2 {4 . 7)
The effect of varying molecular weight on the blend phase behavior is of
particular interest. A representation of the binodal surface as a function of
temperature, composition and the molecular weight of one component (the
other assumed constant) as described by Equations 1-7 is shown in Figure 4 1
The surface shown represents the boundary between the single phase region
(outside the surface) and two phase region (enclosed by the surface). At
constant molecular weight, represented by dissecting the molecular weight axis
with plane P1 (perpendicular to axis Mn ), a typical temperature vs composition
phase diagram depicting UCST behavior is observed, curve acb. Molecular
weight effects at constant temperature, on the other hand, are represented by a
perpendicular slice through the temperature axis, plane P2. Curve dee
represents the "phase diagram" developed by treating molecular weight as the
independent variable. Phase diagrams of this nature will be constructed during
the course of this study. In addition, point c represents the critical point and
designates the appropriate critical temperature, composition and molecular
weight at constant pressure. It should be mentioned that the term "phase
diagram" is normally associated with a temperature vs. composition plot (curve
acb). In order to avoid confusion with this nomenclature, the molecular weight
vs. composition diagrams will be designated as "miscibility maps".
Mixtures composed of two polydisperse macromolecules have also been
discussed [14,15]. The corresponding thermodynamic equations for these
quasi-binary systems are shown below.
,
_r <hi'n<l>li v <tejM>2jAGm = kT[ Z x +1 x + ?C12<|>1<J>2J
1 1 1 j 'VJ
Xi j: chain length of species i of component 1
7 6
(4.8)
bFigure 4.1 Three dimensional phase behavior diagram.
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<Hi: volume fraction of species i of component 1
X12: interaction parameter (assumed to be independent of chain length)
11- NiiXnSNnXn + lN 2jX2j (4.9a)
£N 1(Xi
<1>1 =
SNuXij + XN 2jX2i ( 4 - 9 t>)
i
j
Nn: number of polymer molecules of chain length i of component 1
.
X12s=1/2[—-— +—-— I / . 1ft ,Xw1 (j)is Xw2 (J)2s J (4-10)
Xw1 : weight average chain length of component 1.
<hc = X w1 X z2 i/2 n (4.11)r a a '^ -i
L Xw2 Xz1 i/2 J
Xz i : z- average chain length of component 1
.
The above equations will be used to interpret the observed phase behavior of
the PEMPT/PC blends under investigation and also to calculate the interaction
parameter between these two components.
4.2.2 Phase Behavior of PBT/PC and PET/PC Blends
Numerous phase behavior studies have been conducted on polyester
and polyester/polycarbonate blends. Discussion will focus once again on the
PBT/PC and PET/PC blends that the current system was developed to model.
In general, the literature is inconsistent with respect to the identification of phase
behavior in these blends. The ability of polyester/PC blends to undergo
exchange reactions is the most likely single reason leading to the observed
discrepancies. Other factors, such as, different molecular weights and different
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extents to which true equilibrium phase behavior was reached also likely
contribute to the inconsistencies.
Wahrmund [16] showed evidence of partial miscibility in a PC/PBT
system indicated by shifting of the Tg in DTA and DMTA measurements
Samples had been melt blended in a Brabender Plasticorder at 250°C for 10
mm. Hanrahan[17] in an effort to minimize exposure to high temperatures
prepared PC/PBT blends by solution casting. DSC measurements were
'
conducted on as-cast and on samples that had been quenched from 257°C in
the DSC. Results showed nearly complete immiscibility. In a study on melt and
solution cast PC/PBT blends, Hobbs [18] reported that solvent induced phase
separation causes behavior associated with complete immiscibility as
observed by Hanarahan. In melt blended samples, a large Tg drop was
observed for the PC phase. Upon solution casting of this partially miscible melt
blend, the Tg shifted back to within a few degrees of the Tg of pure PC. From
these observations, Hobbs concluded that the PC/PBT blend is partially
miscible, with solvent effects causing the apparent immiscible behavior.
However, Hobbs results could be equally well explained as a diffusion problem,
insufficient time being allowed for complete phase separation in the melt
blended sample. Other studies [19-21] show evidence of partial miscibility in
this system, however, they were conducted on commercial melt blends where
transesterification and/or mixing/demixing effects could alter phase behavior.
Morphological and diffusion studies [22-25], employing TEM to examine
structure, support the argument for partial miscibility in this system. In particular,
PBT fibrils growing across a sharp interface into a pure PC phase provides
convincing evidence for partial miscibility [25]. Recent studies by Kim and
Burns [26] also supports partial miscibility.
The studies on PC/PET blend systems are equally conflicting. Several
papers report complete miscibility in melt blended systems containing greater
than 60%-70% PET [27,28], with partial miscibility in compositions containing
less PET. Others report immiscibility over the entire composition range with
some evidence of partial miscibility as observed by Tg shifts away from the pure
component values [29-31]. These reports include studies on melt blended, as
well as, solution cast samples. It should be mentioned that interchange reaction
has been observed in the two blends by a variety of techniques including; IR
[31-35], DRIFT [36], 1 H and 13C solution NMR [36,37] and solid state 13C NMR
[36,37]. However, in all of the above phase behavior studies, none of these
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The ability of these blends to transreaot presents an interesting problem
which undoubtedly has lead to some of the inconsistencies described above In
order to obtain equilibrium phase behavior data, a sample should be annealed
at temperatures significantly above the Tgs and Tms of the component po.ymers
to facilitate the diffusion process. However, for the case of PBT/PC and PET/PC
blends, th.s requires temperatures in excess of 260X. At these temperatures
interchange reaction can also proceed at an appreciable rate modifying the
phase behavior. In the current model system, the Tg of PC is the limiting
transition temperature. Thus, temperatures higher than 150°C are required for
the phase behavior studies. At these temperatures, transreactions can also
occur. To obtain equilibrium phase behavior data, the kinetics of phase
separation must be considerably faster than the rate of exchange reactions. To
insure that this is true, dioctadecyl phosphite (DNOP), which is known to inhibit
interchange reactions in PBT/PC blends containing Ti catalyst, was used in the
current blends. An initial study was conducted to determine the required
concentration of DNOP. This concentration was then used in all subsequent
blends.
4.3 Blend Preparation
All blends were prepared by a solution casting procedure similar to that
described in Chapter 2. Prior to the precipitation procedures used for
purification of the polyesters (Section 3.2.3.2), all PEMPT samples contained a
ca 2.71 x 10"6 mol Ti catalyst/g polymer. This value is used as the basis for the
determination of DNOP/Ti ratios to be studied. For the study examining varying
DNOP concentration, equal amounts by weight of PEMPTB and PC2 were
dissolved in a 7.12 x 10'7 M DNOP/chloroform solution. Three separate blends
were made with the amount of DNOP/chloroform solution varied to obtain
theoretical DNOP/Ti ratios of 1 .5/1 , 2.5/1 and 5/1 . Pure chlorform was added to
each sample to produce a final polymer/chloroform ratio of 10% (w/v). The
samples were dried in a vacuum oven 350 mm Hg at 75-80°C for several hours.
Full vacuum was not applied at this time to prevent rapid boiling of the solutions.
When all the solvent had been removed, the samples were placed under full
vacuum and allowed to dry an additional 24 h.
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PhaSe bGhaVi0r StUdi6S W6re PrePared similarly to thatescnbed above. A 5/1 DNOP/Ti ratio was used for all samples Longer dryingmes under full vacuum, 8-14 days, was the only significant variation to he
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b endmg procedure. The polyesters used were the twioe precipitated PEMPTs
of varymg molecular weight (PEMPT-OH15 and PEMPT-OH2 series) and the
polyesters that had been end capped (PEMPT-HFB and PEMPT-BNZ series)The PCs used were the twice precipitated PC1 and PC2. Initial phase behavior
stud,es exam.ned PEMPT-OH15/PC blends at composition ratios of 15/85
30/70, 50/50, 70/30, 85/15 (w/w). Forthe PEMPT-OH2, PEMPT-HFB and
'
PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends only 50/50 ratios were prepared. Samp.es were stored
in a vacuum desiccator under calcium sulphate prior to thermal analysis
4.4 Analysis
Thermal analysis forthe varying DNOP/Ti ratio study was conducted in a
Perkm-Elmer DSC-4 as described in Chapter 2. The annealing and scanning
temperature ramps used for this study are shown below.
Annealing
Load @ 20°C.
Heat @ 100°C/ min to 280°C
Hold .2 min.
Cool <2> 100°C/min to 240°C.
Annealing time: variable.
Cool (S> 50°C/min to 20°C.
Scanning
Load @ 20°C.
1st Scan, 20°C/min to 200°C
Cool @ 50°C/min to 20°C.
Once again the short annealing period at 280°C was used to melt the PC
crystals that had formed during the casting procedure.
Thermal analysis for the actual phase behavior studies was conducted in a
DSC-7 as described in the previous chapter. During these studies, a Perkin-
Elmer Intercooler II was used for subambiant cooling. The annealing and
scanning programs are described below.
Annealing
Load @ 20°C.
Heat @ 100°C/ min to 280°C.
Scanning
Load <2> 20°C.
1st Scan, 20°C/min to 200°C.
8 1
Hold .2 min.
Cool @ 100°C/min to 200°C
Anneal 60 min
Cool @ 50°C/min to 20°C.
Cool @ 50°C/min to 20°C.
Hold 2 min.
2nd Scan, 20°C/min to 200°C
Cool @ 50°C/min to 20°C.
The first systems examined were the PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends at varying
composition ratios. Only a single heating soan was run for these blends It wasfound that in some oases, particularly samples containing low molecular weightPEMPTs, Tg .dentification was complicated by a particularly large endothermic
overshoot. In these instances, second heating scans were run To insure
uniform heat treatments, all remaining blends were scanned twice with the
second heating scan used for Tg identification. In most cases, agreement
between Tgs identified from 1st and 2nd heating scans was good.
Proton NMR was conducted identically to that described in Chapter 3
Following DSC runs, the sample pans were opened and the blends removed
for NMR analysis.
4.5 Results and nisn^ftion
4.5.1 Identification of the Optimum DNOP/Ti Ratio.
Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the Tg vs. annealing time for blends containing
varying DNOP/Ti ratios. Considerable shifts in the Tgs of the 1.5/1 and 2.5/1
blends are observed as annealing time increases, indicating some level of
phase behavior modification due to transreaction. Both the upper and lower
Tgs of the 5/1 DNOP/Ti ratio blend appear stable as annealing time increases.
Tg shifts of only 2-3°C are observed after annealing 120 min at 240°C implying
little or no interchange reaction. Figure 4.3 is the 300 MHz proton NMR of a 5/1
ratio PEMPTB/PC2 blend after annealing 60 min @ 200°C (identical to the
thermal program used for phase behavior studies). The terephthalate region of
the spectrum is displayed. Interchange reaction in PBT/PC blends has
previously been identified by the appearance of new resonances shifted 0.1-0.3
ppm downfield from the main terephthalate resonance [32]. Figure 4.3 shows
no evidence of any new resonances in this region confirming the absence of
interchange reaction.
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Figure 4.2 Tg vs. annealing time @ 240°C for PEMPTB/PC2
blends at the indicated DNOP/Ti ratio (open symbols:
PC rich phase, filled symbols: PEMPT rich phase).
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Figure 4.3 300 MHz 1 H NMR of PEMPTB/PC2 blend containing
a 5/1 DNOP/Ti ratio after annealing 60 min <S> 200°C.
Terephthalate region of PEMPT is displayed.
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As previously mentioned, in order to identify the equilibrium phase
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terChan9e reaCti° n mUSt 66 S,°W relative * <he kinetics ofr us . It appears from this study that the 5/1 DNOP/Ti ratio significantly
mhib.ts interchange reaction satisfying this requirement. On the basis of these
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5/1 theoretica.NOP/Ti ol rafo (sect.on 4.3). It should also be mentioned that during the
actual phase behavior studies, considerably milder annealing conditions were
employed compared to the annealing conditions discussed here. This should
further reduce the rate of interchange reaction.
4.5.2 Phase Behavior Studies
Before discussing the equilibrium phase behavior results, the criterion for
establishing that equilibrium had been reached should be mentioned. The
criterion for equilibrium is based on the phase behavior of a transreacting
system. It was determined from phase behavior results on PEMPTB/PC2 non-
DNOP stabilized blends that a single broad Tg was observed after 64 min of
annealing at 200°C (Chapter 5). This result indicates that diffusion of the
polymer chains occurs at a rate significant enough to produce a single phase
blend from an initially two phase system after annealing ~ 1 h at 200°C. These
results not only reflect a diffusion effect, but also represent a kinetic effect
associated with the rate of interchange reaction. This kinetic factor is expected
to limit the diffusion of the polymer chains. Additionally, the majority of blends
studied contained polyesters that have molecular weights lower than that used
in this transreaction study, enhancing chain mobility and decreasing the time
required to reach equilibrium. Thus, an annealing time of 60 min at 200°C
should produce blends at or very near equilibrium. It was for this reason that all
samples were annealed 1 h at 200°C prior to the heating scans.
4.5.2.1 PEMPT-0H15/PC Blends
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the DSC scans for PEMPT-OH15/PC1 and
PEMPT-OH15/PC2 50/50 blends with varying polyester molecular weight,
respectively. As molecular weight of the polyester is lowered, a shift in the Tgs
of the polymers is observed. Examining the Tgs of the PEMPT rich phases, only
a slight shift is observed for all but the lowest molecular weights. In contrast to
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this, a shift in the Tn of the PC1 and pro ri^k .
tlM , .
9 PC2 nch Phases is increasingly evident as
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ThiS impr°Ved ,evel of intermixing
of PEMPT ,n the PC rich phase is the result of a change in the entropic
contribution to the free energy of mixing (Equations 1 and 8). As the PEMPT
mo.ecu.ar weight is lowered, the entropic portion of AGm decreases (greater
negative value), decreasing AGm and leads to enhanced mixing. In genera,
the PEMPT-0H15/PC1 systems show a greater degree of intermixing of the iwo
phases than the PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends (greater Tg shifts). This is also
related to a decrease in the entropic contribution to the free energy of mixing
associated with the lower molecular weight of PC1 relative to PC2. It should
also be mentioned that one of these blends,PEMPT1-0H15/PC1
, was observed
to be miscible (miscibility being defined as the observation of a single Tg).Additional phase behavior studies were conducted on the PEMPT-0H15/PC1
and PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends as a function of molecular weight at PEMPT/PC
wt ratios of 15/85, 30/70, 70/30 and 85/15. Eleven additional blends were found
to be miscible (see Table 4.1).
As previously mentioned, it is desired to construct miscibility maps (Xi vs
4>i) for these blends. In order to do so, a measure of the volume fraction
4>2* and
<t>2 ") of each component in the PEMPT rich phase (lower Tg or "prime"
phase) and PC rich phase (upper Tg or "double prime" phase) is required.
PEMPT is designated as component 1. The Couchman equation [38] with
ACp2/ACp i = 0.7 was used to calculate these volume fractions. It should be
noted that the Couchman equation is normally used to calculate the weight
fractions of the components. However, in this blend with the density of PEMPT
being nearly identical to the density of PC, weight fractions and volume fractions
are equivalent. The value for ACp2/ACp1 was determined by fitting the
calculated volume fractions to the known volume fractions of the previously
identified twelve miscible blends. For the miscible blends, the volume fractions
are equivalent to the initial blend composition. It is observed from the data in
Table 4.1 that the value for factual is in good agreement with the calculated
value across the entire composition range. The absolute value of the difference
between factual and ^calculated is shown in the last column of Table 4.1 . The
largest deviation is only 0.054 with the average deviation being 0.024.
Using the Couchman equation along with the appropriate pure
component Tgs (Table 3.5) and the Tgs determined from the DSC scans of the
blends, the volume fractions, <\>{, <j>i", <\>2 and fc" were calculated. Tables 4.2
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Table 4.1 Couchman Equation Fit (ACp2/ACp1 = 0.7)
Blend factual ^.calculated I A02 I
PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 15/85 0.85 0.850 0.000
PEMPT2-OH1 5/PC1 15/85 0.85 0.819 0.031
PEMPT1
-OH1 5/PC2 15/85 0.85 0.834 0.026
PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 30/70 0.70 0.679 0.021
PEMPT2-OH15/PC1 30/70 0.70 0.677 0.023
PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 30/70 0.70 0.646 0.054
PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 50/50 0.50 0.473 0.027
PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 70/30 0.30 0.283 0.017
PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 70/30 0.30 0.264 0.036
PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 85/15 0.15 0.177 0.027
PEMPT2-OH1 5/PC1 85/15 0.15 0.142 0.008
PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 85/15 0.15 0.162 0.012
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and 4 3 display the Tgs of the PEMPT rich phase and PC rich phase along with
the calculated volume fractions associated with the DSC scans of Figures 4 4
and 4.5. The only additional data required to construct the miscibility maps is
the number average relative chain lengths, X,, of PEMPT and PC These were
calculated from the molecular weight data of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 using the molar
volume of the repeat unit of PEMPT, ca 208.4 cm3/mol repeat, as the reference
volume (Table 4.4).
Figure 4.6 is a plot of Xi vs. ft for the PEMPT-OH15/PC1 and PEMPT-
OH15/PC2 50/50 blends. The general trends previously discussed in
conjunction with the DSC plots of these blends (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) are also
observed in this figure. Additional data on PEMPT/PC blends with weight ratios
of 15/85, 30/70, 70/30 and 85/15 are displayed in Tables 4.5-4.12. Figures 4.7
and 4.8 (pp. 98 & 99) show plots X, vs. ft for the PEMPT-OH15/PC1 and
PEMPT-OH1 5/PC2 blends, respectively, at composition ratios of 15/85, 30/70,
50/50 and 70/30. Examining the PEMPT rich phase, it is observed that the
degree of intermixing of PC in the PEMPT phase is relatively independent of
composition ratio in both figures. It is also observed that the amount of PC1
intermixed in the PEMPT rich phase varies from is 6 -30% as Xi varies from
151-24.6. Similarly, for blends containing PC2, 3 -18% PC2 is present in the
PEMPT rich phase as Xi varies from 151-16.5.
Focusing now on the PC rich phase, the degree of intermixing of PEMPT
in the PC rich phase appears to have some dependence on blend composition.
In general, as the composition of PEMPT in the blend increases, the level of
intermixing increases. For the blend compositions plotted, there is an increase
of intermixing corresponding to ~ 0.10-0.20 volume fraction units. Overall,
intermixing of PEMPT in the PC1 rich phase ranges from 10-42% as Xi varies
from 151-24.6. The intermixing of PEMPT in PC2 rich phase ranges from 10-
45% as Xi varies from 151-16.5. For blends containing high molecular weight
PEMPT, the levels of intermixing are in agreement with the values reported by
Kim and Burns in their studies of PBT/PC and PET/PC blends [26,39]. Similar to
the present study, Kim and Burns report an increase in the level of intermixing
of the polyester in the PC rich phase as polyester composition increases. They
also report an increased degree of intermixing of PC in the polyester rich phase
as the polyester composition increases, contrary to the current observations.
Although a small compositional dependence exists, the miscibility maps
of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that the same general trends are observed at all
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Table 4.2 Tg and <j>, Data for PEMPT-0H15/PC1 50/50 Wt. % Blends
Polyester
(°K)
Tg"
(°K)
T 1 y2 fci m " (j) 2
PEMPT-1 360.7 0.527 0 47?
PEMPT-2 350.8 372.4 0.688 0 312V W 1 Cm VJ.H I H U.OOO
PEMPT-3 344.0 386.9 0 823 n 177 ^ 707U. /27
PEMPT-4 344.1 391.6 0.844 0.156 0.233 0.767
PEMPT-5 343.0 399.8 0.896 0.104 0.160 0.840
PEMPT-6 342.1 397.2 0.934 0.066 0.188 0.812
Table 4.3 Tg and (J)j Data for PEMPT-OH15/PC2 50/50 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T " 01'
<t>2" 01" <J>2"
(°K) (°K)
PEMPT-1 339.1 371.1 0.829 0.171 0.427 0.573
PEMPT-2 339.8 382.9 0.862 0.138 0.324 0.676
PEMPT-3 341.1 395.9 0.877 0.123 0.212 0.788
PEMPT-4 338.7 398.3 0.942 0.058 0.195 0.805
PEMPT-5 341.7 402.3 0.923 0.077 0.164 0.836
PEMPT-6 339.8 405.3 0.989 0.021 0.140 0.860
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
9 1
Table 4.4 Number Average Relative Chain Lengths of PEMPT and PC
Polymer Mn (g/mol) xn
PEMPT1 4,100 16.5
PEMPT2 6,100 24.6
PEMPT3 9,500 38.3
PEMPT4 1 1 ,500 46.4
PEMPT5 18,200 73.4
PEMPT6 37,500 151
PC1 1 1 ,300 45.2
PC2 21,200 84.8
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Figure 4.6 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-0H15/PC1 and PEMPT-
OH15/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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4.5 Tg and Data for PEMPT-0H15/PC1 15/85 Wt. % Blends
Polyester Tg'
(°K)
I g
(*)
T I Y2 92
PEMPT-1 398.7 0.150 0 850
PEMPT-2 395.9 0.181 0 819
PEMPT-3 340.8 398.7 0 877 n 1 U. I U.ooo
PEMPT-4 343.0 403.1 0.863 0.137 0.126 0.874
PEMPT-5 343.0 405.9 0.896 0.104 0.105 0.895
PEMPT-6 341.3 407.0 0.949 0.051 0.107 0.903
Table 4.6 Tg and (j)j Data for PEMPT-OH15/PC2 15/85 Wt. % Blends
Polyester Tg" T 11 02' 02"
(°K) eft)
PEMPT-1 399.7 m 0.166 0.834 m
PEMPT-2 338.3 401.4 0.886 0.114 0.159 0.841
PEMPT-3 337.0 408.8 0.947 0.053 0.103 0.897
PEMPT-4 342.5 412.3 0.887 0.123 0.077 0.923
PEMPT-5 340.7 414.2 0.941 0.059 0.064 0.936
PEMPT-6 341.5 412.9 0.948 0.052 0.076 0.924
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase.
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Table 4.7 Tg and $\ Data for PEMPT-0H15/PC1 30/70 Wt. % Blends
Polyester# y
(°K)
T "
(°K)
(hi
'
T 1 (f) 2 <P1
j. *
$2
PEMPT-1 379.7 m 0 321 U.D / 57 m
PEMPT-2 380.9 0 323 \J.O / /
PEMPT-3 343.6 391 0 u.oou U. 1 /(J 0.233 0.767
PEMPT-4 344.4 398.4 0.839 0.161 0.168 0.832
PEMPT-5 344.7 401.0 0.866 0.134 0.149 0.851
PEMPT-6 342.4 404.0 0.928 0.072 0.124 0.876
Table 4.8 Tg and §\ Data for PEMPT-OH15/PC2 30/70 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T " 01' 02' 01"
<t>2"
PR) (°K)
PEMPT-1 378.4 0.354 0.646
PEMPT-2 339.6 393.7 0.865 0.135 0.224 0.776
PEMPT-3 339.0 401.8 0.912 0.088 0.160 0.840
PEMPT-4 342.5 405.3 0.877 0.123 0.134 0.866
PEMPT-5 340.8 407.4 0.939 0.061 0.120 0.880
PEMPT-6 340.2 410.0 0.972 0.028 0.100 0.900
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Table 4.9 Tg and 0, Data for PEMPT-0H15/PC1 70/30 Wt. % Blends
Polyester
(°K)
T "
I g
(°K)
T 1 (ho'
PEMPT-1 346.2 0.717 0 283
PEMPT-2 344.1 373.9 0.788 0 212
PEMPT-3 343.4 392.0 0 833 ft 1fi7w. ID/ r\ 7-700.776
PEMPT-4 343.0 396.5 0.863 0.137 0.186 0.814
PEMPT-5 340.2 396.3 0.948 0.052 0.193 0.807
PEMPT-6 341.3 399.3 0.949 0.051 0.168 0.832
Table 4.10 Tg and <j)j Data for PEMPT-OH15/PC2 70/30 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T " *1' 02' 02"
(°K) (°K)
PEMPT-1 345.5 0.736 0.264
PEMPT-2 343.0 383.1 0.812 0.188 0.322 0.678
PEMPT-3 340.7 395.9 0.884 0.116 0.212 0.788
PEMPT-4 340.3 391.4 0.914 0.086 0.258 0.742
PEMPT-5 342.8 403.1 0.904 0.096 0.157 0.843
PEMPT-6 340.8 401.0 0.961 0.039 0.179 0.821
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Table 4.1
1
Tg and <j)j Data for PEMPT-0H15/PC1 85/15 Wt. % Blends
polyester
9
(°K)
Jg"
(°K)
± it
01 02
PEMPT-1 339.1 0 U.l / /
PEMPT-2 339.7 0 858 0 14?
PEMPT-3 342.5
PEMPT-4 341.7 0.886 0.114
PEMPT-5 344.7 404.4 0.866 0.134 0.119 0.881
PEMPT-6 340.8 404.8 0.959 0.041 0.117 0.883
Table 4.12 Tg and (J)j Data for PEMPT-OH15/PC2 85/15 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T " 01' 02' 01" 02"
(°K) (°K)
PEMPT-1 338.5 0.838 0.162
PEMPT-2 339.6 0.865 0.135
PEMPT-3 340.8 398.0 0.882 0.118 0.193 0.807
PEMPT-4 342.1 399.5 0.884 0.116 0.084 0.816
PEMPT-5 344.0 409.1 0.883 0.117 0.106 0.894
PEMPT-6 341.4 408.0 0.950 0.050 0.117 0.883
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase.
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Figure 4.7 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH15/PC1 blends at the
indicated blend composition ratios.
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Figure 4.8 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends at the
indicated blend composition ratios.
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PEMPT/PC compositions. Thus, in order to facilitate further studies the
m,scib.lity map at a single blend composition will be assumed to be an
adequate representation of the phase behavior across the entire composition
range. A PEMPT/PC ratio of 50/50 was selected for this purpose. Due to the
nearly
.dentical volume fractions of the components, the identification of the TQs
is most accurately obtained at this composition ratio. One additional point
should be made about the PEMPT-OH15/PC blends. It will be shown in
Chapter 5 that in spite of all the precautions taken to eliminate/minimize
interchange reaction, a small percentage, - 16%, of the hydroxyl end groups of
PEMPT reacted via an alcoholysis type exchange reaction. Their was no
evidence to indicate that any direct midchain transreaction had occurred From
extrapolations (Section 5.3.1), it is estimated that this level of reaction increased
the intermixing in both the PEMPT and PC rich phases by ~ 0.02-0.04 volume
fraction units. Figure 4.9 shows the miscibility map of PEMPT-OH-0%/PC1 and
PEMPT-OH-0%/PC2 blends. These curves are the extrapolations
corresponding to 0% hydroxyl exchange reaction (Section 5.3.3.1). These
miscibility maps closely follow those of the blends with 16% hydroxyl group
reaction, thus, the results discussed above apply to the unreacted blends as
4.5.2.2 PEMPT-OH2/PC Blends
Tables 4.13 and 4.14 list the T
g
and data for the PEMPT-OH2/PC 50/50
wt. % blends. It was found that complete alcoholysis interchange reaction
occurred in these blends. Thus, these results are discussed within the contents
of Chapter 5 which focuses on the transreacting blends.
4.5.2.3 PEMPT-BNZ/PC Blends
T
g
and (j>j data for PEMPT-BNZ/PC 50/50 wt. % blends is contained in
Tables 4.15 and 4.16. Figure 4.10 shows the corresponding miscibility maps for
the PEMPT-BNZ/PC1 and PEM PT-BNZ/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends. The range of
the ordinate axis has been decreased to emphasize the low molecular weight
portion of the miscibility map. The miscibility map of Figure 4.1 0 is very similar
to that previously observed for the hydroxyl terminated PEMPT/PC blends.
PEMPT1-HFB/PC1 and PEMPT1-HFB/PC2 blends were both single phase.
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Figure 4.9 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH-0%/PC1 and PEMPT-
OH-0%/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Table 4.13 Tg and <j)j Data for PEMPT-0H2/PC1 50/50 Wt. % Blends
polyester
(°K) J?"(°K)
02' T * yd
PEMPT-1 360.2 - 0.544 0.456
PEMPT-2 367.5 - 0.492 0.508
PEMPT-3 356.7 377.7 0.657 0.343 0.384 0.616
PEMPT-4 353.1 381.2 0.725 0.275 0.350 0.650
PEMPT-5 351.7 387.2 0.766 0.234 0.291 0.709
PEMPT-6 347.5 394.0 0.844 0.156 0.221 0.779
Table 4.14 Tg and <$>\ Data for PEMPT-OH2/PC2 50/50 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T9' T9" 01' 01" §2
(°K) (°K)
PEMPT-1 368.1 0.468 0.532
PEMPT-2 371.3 0.464 0.536
PEMPT-3 354.9 379.3 0.695 0.305 0.387 0.613
PEMPT-4 351.5 384.3 0.760 0.240 0.339 0.661
PEMPT-5 349.4 392.6 0.812 0.188 0.259 0.741
PEMPT-6 343.7 399.7 0.917 0.083 0.192 0.808
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase.
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Table 4.15 Tg and <j)j Data for PEMPT-BNZ/PC1 50/50 Wt. % Blends
polyester Tg'
(°K)
T "
(°K)
(hi
'
Y1 <f>2
<t>2"
PEMPT-1 356.0 0 492 u.ouo
PEMPT-2 340.7 370.3 0 79fi A AAA0.41
4
0.586
PEMPT-3 341.9 385.2 0 817 \J. 1 OO yj.d i y 0.721
PEMPT-4 341.0 389.8 0.855 0.145 0.241 0.759
PEMPT-5 340.9 397.4 0.903 0.097 0.178 0.822
PEMPT-6 342.0 401.3 0.913 0.087 0.146 0.854
Table 4.1 6 Tg and (f)j Data for PEMPT-BNZ/PC2 50/50 Wt. % Blends
Polyester H(°K) T
"
01'
<i>2' <i>2"
PEMPT-1 361.3 0.481 0.519
PEMPT-2 331.8 378.9 0.933 0.067 0.345 0.655
PEMPT-3 334.5 391.9 0.943 0.057 0.239 0.761
PEMPT-4 334.8 395.7 0.965 0.035 0.210 0.790
PEMPT-5 339.1 405.1 0.939 0.061 0.136 0.864
PEMPT-6 339.3 407.7 0.965 0.035 0.117 0.883
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase.
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Figure 4.10 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-BNZ/PC1 and PEMPT-
BNZ/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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However, it should be noted that the single Tg of PEMPT1-HFB/PC2 b.end wassomewhat broader than that observed for the PEMPT1
-HFB/PC1 btend
mchcatrnfl this system was near the edge of the immiscib.e/miscib.e window
theorem? ^ ™^ * °nCe °bServed > conforming to
a esu of t T'
C C°nS,derati0nS
-
T
° insure that improved intermixing was not
r ult interchange reaction, i H NMR was run on the PEMPT1
-BNZ/PC2
blend. Figure 4.1
1 shows the terephthalate region of the spectrum If
interchange reaction had occurred, additional resonances in the region of 8 1-
8.3 PPm are expected. No evidence of these resonances are seen and the
'
conclusion is drawn that no transreaction has occurred. Due to the fact that thePEMPT1
-BNZ/PC2 b.end was single phase, there was a greater pro^!?
contact between the two functional groups (compared to phase separated
blends), hence, this blend was expected to have the greatest probability of
exchange reaction. With no evidence to support transreaction, it is concluded
that transreaction in blends containing higher molecular weight PEMPT-BNZ is
most unlikely.
Figure 4.12 and 4.13 compare the miscibility maps of the hydroxy!
terminated (extrapolated to 0% alcoholysis transreaction) and benzylate
terminated PEMPT/PC1 and PEMPT/PC2 blends, respectively. The miscibility
maps of the PEMPT/PC1 blends show little difference in the level of intermixing.
Blends containing the hydroxyl terminated PEMPTs are slightly more phase
separated than those containing the benzylate terminated. The PEMPT/PC2
blends of Figure 4.13 show a more pronounced difference, with the PEMPT-OH
blends showing less intermixing among the two phases than the PEMPT-BNZ
blends. This effect is more prominent at the lower molecular weights where the
concentration of end groups is high. Comparing the PEMPT1/PC2 blends, the
hydroxyl system was two phase while the benzylate end capped system was
single phase. This data indicates that the end group type can cause variations
in the phase behavior of the blend. However, the effect is only significant at the
lowest molecular weights where the end groups concentrations are ~ 8-12%.
Overall, the fact that PEMPT-OH-0%/PC and PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends exhibited
very similar phase behavior indicates that hydrogen bonding is not a
dominating driving force for phase separation.
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Figure 4. 11 300 MHz 1H NMR of PEMPT1-BNZ/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blend after DSC thermal treatment. The terephthalate
region of PEMPT is displayed.
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Figure 4.12 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-BNZ/PC1 and PEMPT-OH-
0%/PCl 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Figure 4.13 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-BNZ/PC2 and PEMPT-OH-
0%/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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4.5.2.4 PEMPT-HFB/PC Blends
50/50ITbZ a p COmainS T9 * d3,a ,0r 'he PEMPT-HFB/PCwt. /. ,ends. Flgure 4.14 shows the corresponding miscibility mapsTh interning of blend components shows little or no increase asJ
molecular we,gh, of the polyester is lowered. The PC rich phase shows nearlya constant amount of intermixed PEMPT, ~ 13%, for all PEMPT and PC
mSSSS^TJ The PEMPT rich phase has 5"10% p^t(PEMPT/PC1 blends) and 0-3% intermixed PC2 (PEMPT/PC2 blends) over the
entire range of PEMPT molecular weights examined. These results are n artcon rast ,0 the h droxyl and benzy
,ate end capped
• «**
4. 1
5
and 4. 1 6 show the miscibili.y maps of the heptafluorobutyrate and
benzylate end capped PEMPT/PC1 and PEMPT/PC2 blends, respectively Thedifferences in the observed phase behavior is pronounced. In general the
blends containing PEMPT-HFB show no improvement in the level of interphase
mixing as the polyester molecular weight is lowered. This is in contrast to thePEMPT-BNZ systems which show considerable improvements in the degree of
intermixing as both the polyester and PC molecular weights are decreased
The results on the PEMPT-HFB blends disagree entirely with entropic
considerations which predict enhanced intermixing as molecular weight is
lowered. The obvious conclusion is that the HFB end groups are altering the
phase behavior of the blends.
For blends containing PEMPT-HFB and PEMPT-BNZ, the differences
between the volume fractions, [91
'
(HFB) - «„'(BNZ)] and [$1
-
(BNZ) . ( were
calculated (the order of subtraction was reversed for the PC rich phase so that
the volume fraction differences were represented as positive values). Figure
4. 1 7 shows the plot of these differences vs. the ratio of end groups to PEMPT
midchain groups. At the low end group/midchain group ratio (high PEMPT
molecular weight) there is virtually no difference between the plots. The value
of the differences extrapolated to zero end/midchain ratio (infinite molecular
weight) approach an identical value of ~ -0.02 volume fraction units. At infinite
molecular weight, the end groups would have no effect on the blend phase
behavior. Thus, the volume fraction differences are expected to be zero at a
zero end group/midchain group ratio. Within experimental error, the intercept
value of -0.02 volume fraction units agrees with this prediction. The greatest
volume fraction differences are found at the highest end group/midchain ratio
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Table 4.17 Tg and ty\ Data for PEMPT-HFB/PC1 50/50 Wt. % Blends
polyester V
(°K)
V
(°K)
T 1 T t 92
PEMPT-1 324.3 393.3 0.949 0.051 0 17Q U.Oc 1
PEMPT-2 331.9 396.8 0.926 0 074 0 1 fid. U.OOO
PEMPT-3 336.2 401.6 0.924 0.076 0 133
PEMPT-4 339.2 401.6 0.905 0.095 0.137 0.863
PEMPT-5 340.4 404.7 0.866 0.134 0.119 0.881
PEMPT-6 342.8 403.8 0.916 0.084 0.126 0.874
Table 4.1 8 Tg and ty\ Data for PEMPT-HFB/PC2 50/50 Wt. % Blends
Polyester T9'
(°K)
Tg"
(°K)
<t>2"
PEMPT-1 321.5 399.3 1.000 0.000 0.155 0.845
PEMPT-2 328.0 402.2 0.993 0.007 0.144 0.856
PEMPT-3 333.7 405.3 0.970 0.030 0.128 0.872
PEMPT-4 334.7 407.5 0.987 0.013 0.114 0.886
PEMPT-5 336.9 409.8 0.999 0.001 0.098 0.902
PEMPT-6 340.3 408.9 0.964 0.036 0.109 0.891
Single "prime" denotes PEMPT rich phase, "double prime" PC rich phase.
PEMPT is designated as component 1.
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Figure 4.14 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-HFB/PC1 and PEMPT-
HFB/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
1 1 1
Figure 4.15 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-BNZ/PC1 and PEMPT-
HFB/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Figure 4.16 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-BNZ/PC2 and PEMPT-
HFB/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Figure 4.17 [<h(HFBH>1(BNZ)l vs - end group/midchain group ratio
for PEMPT/PC1 (circles) and PEMPT/PC2 (squares)
blends.
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egardless of wh,ch blend system (PEMPT/PC1 or PEMPT/PC2) or phase(PEMPT nch or PC rich) is examined. In general, the blends of PEMPT withPCI show greater differences than those containing PC2. This is due to theincreased level of intermixing associated with the lower molecular weight PC It
also suggests that the end group effect can nullify this large en.ropic driving
'
force for mixing. a
The linear relationship between the volume fraction differences and the
end group/midchain group ratio can be explained in terms of the interaction
parameter of the blend. Kennedy, Gordon and Koningsveld have generalized
the Flory-Huggins treatment of polymer solutions to include end segment effects
[40]. The major modification to the free energy of mixing is that two interaction
parameters, one for midchain groups and one for terminal groups are now
used
.
With respect to a polymer-polymer blend, the enthalpic term of the free
energy of mixing, AHm , is rewritten as,
AH ,cT r XmcXmc + XeX fm
"
kTl Xmc + X e "J M2 (4.12)
XMC- Interaction parameter of midchain groups of polymers 1 and 2.
Xmc: Relative chain length of polymer 1.
%e: Interaction parameter of an end group of polymer 1 and a
midchain group of polymer 2.
Xe: Relative chain length of an end group of polymer 1
.
It should be mentioned that Equation 12 has been written assuming the major
contribution to the enthalpy of mixing comes from polymer1-polymer2 midchain-
midchain interactions and polymer1-polymer2 end group-midchain interactions.
For all but the lowest molecular weights, XMc + XE = XMc, and Equation 4.12
can be rewritten.
AHm = kT[ XMC ] <t>1 <t>2 (4.13)
The overall interaction parameter of the blend, xi2, now depends on the ratio of
end groups to midchain groups, Equation 4.14.
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* i2 =r*Mc+Sf] (4,4)
Qualitatively, it will be assumed that the observed volume fraction differences
are, proportional to the difference in the free energy of mixing of the PEMPT-
HFB/PC blends and PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends.
[<h'(HFB) - <h'(BNZ)] Ot AGm(HFB) - AGm(BNZ)
(4 . 15 )
For each pair of blends of equivalent molecular weight, the entropic contribution
to the chemical potential will cancel and the only remaining terms will be the
enthalpic portion of AGm . If one additional assumption is made, that the
structural similarity of the benzylate end group to the terephthalate group in
PEMPT allows it to be represented as a midchain group, Xe (bnz) ^ xmc, the
volume fraction differences can be represented as,
[^'(HFBHM'fBNZ)] a AHm(HFB)-AHm(BNZ) = kT[xMC " XMc]<t>1<)>2 (4.16)
[<Jm'(HFbH>i'(BNZ)] aAHm(HFB)- AHm(BNZ)a^^ (4.17)
Equation 4.17 predicts that the volume fraction differences are proportional to
the end group/midchain group ratio in agreement with the observations of
Figure 4.16. For this case, xe represents the HFB end group-PC midchain
group interaction parameter, XE the relative chain length of a HFB terminal
group, xmc is the PEMPT midchain-PC midchain interaction parameter and Xmc
is the relative chain length of PEMPT excluding end groups. For the calculation
of Xe/Xmc. Xe is assumed to be 2 and Xmc is equal to [Xi - 2].
4.5.3 Critical Point Data and Calculation of the Interaction Parameter
4.5.3.1 Critical Point Data
Before concluding this chapter, the miscibility maps of the PEMPT-
BNZ/PC blends will be used to calculate some additional thermodynamic
1 16
parameters. Exammmg Figure 4.10, a miscibility map represents a curve on theboundary surface similar to curve dee of Figure 4.1. Hence, each miscibility
map also contains a single critical point which is of particular interest The
assumption will be made that the minimum of each miscibility map corresponds
to the critical point. Within the constraints of F.ory-Huggins theory, this fact is
true if both blend components are monodisperse. The extent to which the
above assumption is violated will be judged by the comparison between the
experimentally determined critical compositions and the values derived from
Equations 4.4-4.7 (F-H theory) and 4.4-4.11 (modified F-H theory accounting for
polyd.spers.ty effects). Table 4.19 contains the critical chain lengths Xn1c and
critical composition,
<|>1c> determined from the minimums of the miscibility maps
of Figure 4.10. For calculations involving Equation 4.1 1 , the values of Xw1 andXz1 corresponding to the experimentally determined Xn1c were determined
from interpolations using the X
n1 data of Table 4.4 and the corresponding
polydispersities of PEMPT-BNZ and PC contained in Tables 3.7 and 3.3,
respectively.
The experimentally determined values of <> 1c are in good agreement with
the calculated values of both Equations 4.7 (F-H theory) and 4.1 1 (modified F-H
theory). Indicating that the critical points do lie close to the minimum in the
miscibility maps. The fact that values of <j> 1c calculated from equations 4.7 and
4.1
1
are in agreement with one another is somewhat fortuitous, being
associated with the observed polydispersities of the polyesters and
polycarbonates. Rewriting Equation 4.1 1 in terms of the polydispersities, one
obtains,
[ i+ (
x^(&2 (ai)-] (418)
Using the values of Mw /Mn and M2 /Mw of Tables 3.3 and 3.7 for PC1 and
PEMPT1-BNZ, the values of the 2nd and 3rd terms in the product of Equation
4.18 are calculated to be 0.975 and .0.994, respectively. Similarly for PC2 and
PEMPT1-BNZ these terms are 0.999 and 0.984. With these products so nearly
close to the value 1.00, the overall product in the denominator of Equation 4.18
reduces to (Xn i /Xn2 ) V2 and Equation 4.18 is identical to Equation 4.7. At the
low PEMPT molecular weights where the ratios described above have values
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Table 4.19 Critical Point and Interaction Parameter Data
* oil a
1
1 icitJi experimental
v diue
Calculated
Value
F-H Modified F-H
Xn1c (PEMPT/PC1) 21 m
Xn2c (PEMPT/PC1) 45 2
<J) 1c (PEMPT/PC1) 0.56 u.oy 0.60
Xn1c (PEMPT/PC2) 17 -
Xn2c (PEMPT/PC2) 84.8
d> 1c (PEMPT/PC2) 0.66 0.67 0.69
X12s (PEMPT/PC1) 0.067 0.045
X12C (PEMPT/PC1) 0.068
X12S (PEMPT/PC2) 0.062 0.043
X12C (PEMPT/PC2) 0.062
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close to 1 the blend behaves as a monodisperse binary pair. In this case, the
cnhcal pants are theoretically expected to be a, the minimum in the phasediagram, as was assumed above. Results of this nature have been predicted by
Koningsveld, et al [15].
y
4.5.3.2 Calculation of the Interaction Parameter
The miscibility maps of Figure 4.10 can also be used to calculate the
interaction parameter of the blend. The critical point represents the one point
on the boundary surface of Figure 4.1 where the spinodal and binodal surfaces
coincide. The critical point also represents a point on the boundary surface
where the interaction parameters can be easily calculated from theories such as
F-H (Equation 4.4 or 4.6) or the modified F-H theory accounting for
polydispersity effects (Equation 4.10). With respect to F-H theory, the interaction
parameter of the blend calculated from either Equation 4.4 or Equation 4.6
should be identical, if the critical point molecular weight and volume fraction
data is applied. The calculated values of X12S and Z i2c determined from both
equations are in agreement with this statement (Table 4.19) with the interaction
parameters all being
-0.065. The values calculated by applying Equation 4.10
agree with one another and have an average value of 0.044.
The interaction parameters calculated from the two different theories do
not agree with one another. Unlike the equations describing
<j> 1c , the equations
used to determine %\z are not functions of the polydispersity ratios which were
previously shown to be -1
.
The polydispersity effects are thus expected to lead
to a difference in the calculated interaction parameters. Between the two sets of
calculations, the F-H theory modified to account for polydispersity effects is a
better representation of the current blend system. The interaction parameter
value calculated from this model, 0.044, will be designated as the interaction
parameter for the PEMPT/PC blends. This value will be used later in Chapter 5
to interpret phase behavior data of the transreacting blends.
4.6 Conclusions.
The equilibrium phase behavior of PEMPT/PC blends has been studied
as a function of three variables; blend composition ratio, PEMPT and PC
molecular weights, and end group type. Composition effects were studied
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H15/PC b,ends of^ ^lecular weight. In general, most ofe blends exh.b.ted two phase behavior with some level of intermixing
between the components. Single phase blends were identified and these
corresponded to blends containing the lowest molecular weights. In the phase
separated blends, the amount of PC intermixed in the PEMPT rich phase
showed little dependence on the blend composition. The amount of PEMPT
intermixed in the PC rich phase did show a minor composition dependence with
less interm.x.ng being observed as the PEMPT/PC ratio decreased. The level
of intermixing in blends containing the highest molecular weight PEMPTs were
in agreement with previous phase behavior studies of PBT/PC and PET/PC
blends [26,39]. In general, the miscibility maps of the blends constructed at the
varying compositions exhibited the same characteristics with respect to
molecular weight, i.e., improved intermixing as the molecular weight of the
PEMPT or PC component is decreased. This was expected due to the
decrease in AGm associated with the decrease in the entropic contribution to
the free energy of mixing.
Phase behavior studies examining end group type were conducted on
PEMPT samples having hydroxyl, heptafluorobutyrate and benzylate end
groups. These studies were also conducted as a function of varying PEMPT
and PC molecular weights. The miscibility maps of the PEMPT-OH and
PEMPT-BNZ blends were in fair agreement at all but the lowest molecular
weight PEMPTs studied. As the molecular weight of PEMPT was lowered, the
PEMPT-BNZ/PC systems showed a greater level of intermixing than the
hydroxyl terminated PEMPT/PC blends. Although the phase behavior of the
PEMPT-OH/PC and PEMPT-BNZ/PC displayed significant differences in blends
containing the low molecular weight PEMPTs, the same general trend of
improved interphase mixing with decreasing molecular weight was observed.
In contrast, the miscibility map of the PEMPT-HFB/PC blends showed
little or no improvement in the level of intermixing as the molecular weight of the
components were lowered. For blends containing PEMPT-HFB and PEMPT-
BNZ, the volume fraction differences ( [^'(hfb) - <1>i'(bnz)] and [<J>i'(bnz) - 4>i'(hfb)])
were calculated and found to be proportional to the end group/midchain group
ratio. This behavior has been explained in terms of a two component
interaction parameter, composed of xmc and xe- From a qualitative stand
point, if it is assumed that the differences in volume fraction are proportional to
the differences in the free energies of mixing, the volume fraction differences
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can be theoretically shown to be proportional to the end group/midchain group
ratio. 53 r
Using the miscibility maps of the PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends, critical point
data and the interaction parameter were calculated. The minimums of the
miscibifrty maps were assumed to correspond to the critical point of the blendThe critical compositions,
<{> 1c , and molecular weights determined
experimentally were then used in conjunction with F-H theory and a modified F-
H theory (accounting for polydispersity) to calculate the critical points The
agreement between the experimental and theoretical values of <|> 1c was good
Unexpectedly, it was also found that the critical points calculated from F-H
theory and the modified F-H theory were also in good agreement with one
another. The result was fortuitous, being explained in terms of the
polydispersity ratios. At the molecular weights corresponding to the critical
points, these ratios were - 1 which allows the equation used to calculate
<J> 1c
(accounting for polydispersity) to be reduced to that of F-H theory for
monodisperse polymers. Overall, these result indicate that the miscibility maps
derived from the DSC phase behavior studies are an accurate thermodynamic
representation of the blend system.
Additionally, from the critical point data, the interaction parameter of the
blend was calculated. At the critical point, F-H theory predicts that the the
interaction parameter calculated from both the spinodal and critical point
equations should be identical. This result was confirmed in the PEMPT/PC
blends. Unlike <j) 1c , the interaction parameter determined from F-H theory is not
expected to coincide with that determined from the modified F-H theory
(accounting for polydispersity). The calculated values were 0.065 (F-H) and
0.044 (modified F-H). The modified F-H theory represents a more accurate
description of the current blends, hence, the interaction parameter calculated
from this theory, 0.044, is taken as the interaction parameter for the PEMPT/PC
system. This value was calculated from critical point data determined from the
miscibility maps of the PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends. The similar structure of the
benzylate end group relative to the terephthalate ring of PEMPT should
minimize end group effects and allow this value to be the most accurate
representation of xi2-
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CHAPTER 5
PHASE BEHAVIOR: ALCOHOLYSIS AND MIDCHAIN TRANSREACTION
EFFECTS
5.1 Introduction
With the phase behavior of non-transreacted PEMPT/PC blends
identified, attention will now focus on transreaction and its relation to the
observed phase behavior of the blend. Similar to discussions on PBT/PC and
PET/PC systems [1 ,2] there are four possible interchange reactions to be
concerned with.
1) Direct midchain transreaction between a carbonyl of PEMPT and a
carbonate of PC.
2) Alcoholysis of PC by a hydroxyl end group of PEMPT.
3) Acidolysis of PC by an acid end group of PEMPT.
4) Alcoholysis of PEMPT by a hydroxyl end group of PC.
As discussed in Chapter 1
,
many studies have identified transreactions
either directly (NMR, IR) or indirectly from phase behavior studies (DSC, DMTA
and microscopy). It is a safe conclusion that in any indirect study of exchange
reaction, the separate role of midchain and end group transreactions was
unidentifiable. In studies that have employed direct measures of interchange
reaction, specifically 1 H and 13C NMR [3-13], none have assigned any
observed resonances to a specific end group in the polymer blend under
observation. Thus, most of these studies also ignore the separate roles of the
reactions. In actuality, the low level of end groups present combined with the
insolubility of the polyesters studied has made indentification of these moities
difficult.
In their kinetic studies of model compounds transreacting with PBT and
PC [1] and in their kinetic study of a transreacting PBT/PC blend [4], Devaux, et.
al., concluded that alcoholysis did not play a major role in the interchange
process and that direct midchain reaction is the most likely mechanism in
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PBT/PC transesterification. These conclusions could also be drawn from
several other facts. With alcoholysis of PBT by PC phenol end groups not
observed and with carbonate acid end groups known to be unstable
(decomposing to carbon dioxide and a phenol end group [14,15]), once all of
the PBT hydroxyl and acid end groups have transreacted no other end group
react.ons can occur. With the percentage of end groups being relatively low
less than 2-3 %, extensive randomization of the blend components could only
be achieved through midchain reactions. It should be mentioned that in
Devaux's studies, end group reaction was determined indirectly by molecular
weight changes monitored by viscosity measurements. No direct spectroscopic
identification was made.
From this information, it does appear that direct midchain reaction plays
the dominant role in the extensive transesterification of polyester/PC blends, the
role of alcoholysis being inconsequential. In the present studies, this may lead
one to ignore alcoholysis of PC by PEMPT hydroxyl end groups, concluding that
this reaction has no significant impact on this system. However, the present
goal is to examine the effect of transreaction on blend phase behavior. In this
case, where small amounts of diblock, triblock, etc. coplymers may lead to
varying degrees of compatibilization of the blend system, end group reactions
may indeed become important.
In the present study, acidolysis of PC by PEMPT acid end groups is
ignored as a significant mode of interchange reaction for two reasons. First,
because the carboxylic acid ends are present in extremely small quantities, less
than 2% of the total end group content at M ns less than 20,000 gm/mole, their
presence in this study is immeasurable by NMR and their effect on the phase
behavior of the blend will be shown to be imperceivable by DSC. Second, with
the resulting carbonate acid end group known to decompose into species
incapable of interchange reaction, acidolysis can not lead to extensive
randomization of the blend components. Additionally, alcoholysis of PEMPT by
PC hydroxyl end groups will also be ignored. Studies on model compounds
has shown that this reaction does not occur [1] and evidence is presented to
support that this fact is true in the PEMPT/PC system. With the proton
resonances associated with the aliphatic-hydroxyl end group in PEMPT
identified (Chapter 3), the PEMPT/PC blend system offers the unique
opportunity to monitor the hydroxyl end groups and hence alcoholysis
transreactions independent of direct midchain reaction. These two reactions,
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direct midchain and alcoholysis of PC by the hydroxyl end groups of PEMPT
are the focal point of this chapter.
5.2 Experimpn^l
5.2.1 Polyesters and Blends
The PEMPT-OH15/PC and PEMPT-OH2/PC blends of Chapter 4 are I
used to identify alcoholysis interchange reactions. It should be mentioned once
again that these blends contain DNOP as a stabilizer to inhibit direct midchain
transreaction. At the same time, DNOP may also inhibit alcoholysis reactions.
This point will be discussed later in this chapter.
Blends for midchain transreaction studies were prepared by a
codissolution/precipitation procedure. PEMPTB,
.35 g, and PC2 (single
precipitated),
.35 g, were placed into a 26 ml vial. Chloroform, 17 ml (Aldrich
HPLC grade), and a micro-magnetric stir bar were added. The vial was capped
and the solution left overnight under moderate stirring. The solution was added
dropwise to a 300 ml beaker containing 170 ml of methanol (Fisher HPLC
grade) under vigorous mixing. The precipitated blend/solvent solution was
filtered through a 7 cm diameter buchner funnel containing one piece of
Whatman qualitative filter paper. The recovered polymer was washed with two
25 ml aloquots of fresh methanol. The blend was dried under vacuum at 76°C
for several days and subsequently stored in a vacuum desiccator. This blend
contained no DNOP inhibitor.
5.2.2 Alcoholysis and Midchain Transreaction
During the phase behavior studies on PEMPT-OH15/PC and PEMPT-
OH2/PC blends (Chapter 4), alcoholysis transreactions occurred while the
samples were annealed in the DSC-7. The annealing program and specifics
on instrument set up and sample preparation are described there. It should be
mentioned that no experiments were conducted to specifically promote
alcoholysis interchange reactions. Quite contrary to that, these experiments
were being carried out to identify equilibrium phase behavior prior to
interchange reaction.
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D.rect midchain transesterification was conducted in a Perkin-Elmer
DSC-4 under nitrogen purge at 200X . The 6-8 mg samples of PEMPTB/PC2
blends were loaded into the DSC at 50°C, ramped at 100°C/min to 200°C
annealed specified times during which reaction occured and then cooled at
50°C/m,n to SOX. The annealed blends were stored in a vacuum desiccator
until thermal analysis to determine Tgs was conducted. It should be mentioned
that because these samples were prepared from codissolution/precipitation no
crytallzation of the PC component was observed. Thus, the initial temperature
ramp to 280°C required for the cast samples (phase behavior studies, Chapter
4) were not required for these blends.
5.2.3 Analysis
DSC was once again used to identify the Tgs and subsequently the
blend phase behavior. The DSC temperature program employed is described
in Chapter 4. For all the PEMPTB/PC2 blends, the temperature program was as
follows. Load at 40°C, quench to 20°C, hold - 2 min, scan at 20°C/min to
200°C, quench to 40°C.
Proton NMR was used to quantitatively identify both midchain and
alcoholysis transreactions. The samples from DSC studies were dissolved in
deuterated chloroform at ~ 1% (w/v) with TMS used as an internal reference.
The identical Varian 300 MHz spectrometer and operation parameters
descrbed in Section 3.3.3 were employed here.
1 H- 1 H correlation spetroscopy (COSY) was also conducted on the
Varian 300-XL spectrometer. The spectral width was usually narrowed to the
frequency region of interest. Specific scanning conditions are detailed during
the discussion of the individual spectra.
Infrared spectroscopy was conducted on a IBM 38 FTIR under nitrogen at
room temperature. The frequency range was 400-4000 cm -1 with 4 cm" 1
resolution. One hundred scans were recorded on samples that had been cast
from chloroform solution (~ 1% w/v) onto NaCI plates and annealed 24 hr under
vacuum at 76°C. Samples were stored in a vacuum desiccator over calcium
sulfate prior to scanning.
GPC was conducted on the identical instrument under the identical
conditions described in Chapter 3. All the results present in this chapter are
relative to the PS calibration standards.
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5.3.1 Identification of Blend Phase Behavior
Phase behavior studies on PEMPT-OH/PC blends were oonducted onpolyes ers that had been recovered by precipitation into methanol from a 15%w/y polyester/chloroform solution. Polyesters recovered from a 2% w/v
polyester/chloroform solution were also prepared to mimic the precipitation
procedure used during end capping of the PEMPT-BNZ and PEMPT-HFB
polymers. Molecular weight data from GPC shows the hydroxy! terminated
polyesters recovered from the 2 and 15% solutions to have similar molecular
weights and distributions relative to polystyrene (Chapter 3). Equilibrium phase
behav,or experiments were run to identify any differences between the two
polyesters and to have an accurate control for blends containing PEMPT-BNZ
and PEMPT-HFB. With the nearly identical molecular weights and distributions
large deviations in the phase behavior of the two hydroxyl terminated systems
'
were not anticipated.
As previously described, the volume fraction of PEMPT in the PEMPT rich
and PC rich phases was determined by applying the Couchman equation to the
observed shifts in Tgs identified by DSC. The constant in the Couchman
equation, ACp2/ACp1i was again set equal to 0.7. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 display
the phase behavior for the PEMPT-OH15 and PEMPT-OH2/PC1 and PEMPT-
OH15 and PEMPT-OH2/PC2 blend systems, respectively. The miscibility maps
displayed show marked differences between the PEMPT-OH15/PC and
PEMPT-OH2/PC systems. The two phase region of the PEMPT-OH2/PC1
blends is decreased over that of the PEMPT-OH15/PC1 systems. The shift in
the phase behavior corresponds to an increase in the volume fraction of PEMPT
in the PC rich phase ranging from 0.05-0.15, depending on the degree of
polymerization of the polyester. A similar increase in the volume fraction of PC
in the PEMPT rich phase is seen. Additionally, the PEMPT2-OH2/PC1 blend
(Xn PEMPT = 24.6) is miscible while the PEMPT2-OH15/PC1 blend displays
two phases with some intermixing of the two components. The phase behavior
of the PEMPT-OH2/PC2 and PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends show similar decreases
in the two phase region of the PEMPT-OH2/PC2 blends relative to the latter.
The range of increase of PC in the PEMPT rich phase and the increase of
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Figure 5.1 Miscibility map of PEMPT-0H2/PC1 and PEMPT-
0H15/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Figure 5.2 Miscibility map of PEMPT-OH2/PC2 and PEMPT
OH15/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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PC nCh Phase covers a *"flhtly larger range in volume fraction,
0.05-0.20. Additionally, the PEMPT-OH15/PC2 blends containing the two
lowest molecular weight polyesters (X1 = 24.6 and 16.5) exhibit two phase
behavior while these same blends prepared from PEMPT-OH2 display single
phase behavior. y
It seems unreasonable to believe that the minor differences in the
molecular weights of the two sets of polyesters could lead to the observed
changes in phase behavior. Shifts in the volume fractions of the PEMPT rich
phase and PC rich phase of ~ 0.10 were observed only after the polyester
molecular weights were dropped by a factor of 1/2-1/3 in the PEMPT-BNZ/PC
blend studies of Chapter 4. Another possible reason for the improved miscibility
of the PEMPT-OH2/PC blends is that, even in the presence of DNOP, some
interchange reaction has occurred.
5.3.2 Identification of Alcoholysis Transreactions
5.3.2.1 PEMPT-OH2/PC Blends
Proton resonances associated with the aliphatic-hydroxyl end group
have been identified including, a resonance at 8.065 ppm associated with the
protons of the terephthalate ring adjacent to the end group and resonances at
4.231 and 3.423 ppm associated with the backbone methylene protons of the 2-
ethly-2-methylpropylene hydroxyl end. Upon the occurrence of alcoholysis
transreactions, any corresponding changes in the proton spectrum are
expected to be observed in these resonances.
The 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 blends as cast and
after the DSC annealing/scanning programs are shown in Figure 5.3a and b,
respectively. The region displayed corresponds to the aromatic region of
PEMPT. The resonance previously assigned to the terephthalate ring adjacent
to the aliphatic -hydroxyl end group, 8.065 ppm, is clearly identified in the as
cast blend. However, after the thermal treatment, this peak is no longer present
in the spectrum. A new resonance at 8.095 ppm is now observed. Additionally,
Figure 5.4a and b displays the region of the spectrum associated with the
backbone methylene protons of the aliphatic-hydroxyl end group before and
after annealing. The previously identified methylene end group resonances at
4.231 and 3.423 ppm are observed in the as cast sample. These resonances
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Figure 5.3 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends
a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.4 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the backbone
methylene region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 50/50 wt. %
blends a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/ scanning.
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have been replaced by two new peak at 4.239 and 4.192 ppm in the
annealed/scanned sample. From these observations it is oonoluded that all ofthe hydroxy, end groups in the PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 blend system have reactedNew resonances at 7.035, 7.064 and 7,01 are also observed in the aroma'c
region associated with bisphenyl groups of PC after therma. treatment, Figure
5.5a, tx The fmal conclusion is that the hydroxyl end groups of PEMPT have
reacted with the carbonate moieties of PC in an a.coholysis type interchange
Identical analysis was conducted on the PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 blend
Figures 5.6a, b; 5.7a, b; and 5.8a, b show the spectra of the PEMPT aromatic
reg,on, PEMPT backbone methylene region and PC aromatic region of the as
cast and annealed blends, respectively. Once again the resonances
associated with the aliphatic-hydroxyl end group of PEMPT have been replaced
by the resonances discussed above. Further study was conducted on PEMPT-
OH2/PC blends containing higher molecular weight PEMPT to see if complete
alcoholysis had occured in these systems. Figures 5.9a-c and 5.10a-c show the
spectra of the terephthalate region of PEMPT in PEMPT1-OH2, PEMPT2-OH2
and PEMPT6-OH2/PC1 blends and PEMPT1-OH2, PEMPT2-OH2 and
PEMPT6-OH2/PC2 blends after the DSC thermal treatment. In all cases, the
resonance of the terephthalate group adjacent to the aliphatic-hydroxyl chain
end, 8.065 ppm, has been replaced by the resonance at 8.095 ppm. Thus, the
alcoholysis reaction occurred at all PEMPT and PC molecular weights studied.
Further evidence to support alcoholysis interchange reaction is present
in the GPC data of the unreacted (non-annealed) and reacted blends. Table
5.1 shows the GPC data of a PEMPT1-OH/PC1 blend before reaction, after 16%
reaction (see section 5.3.2.2) and after 100% end group reaction. The extents
of reaction have been determined from 1 H NMR. It should be mentioned that
from the GPC experiments, the absorbtion coefficient for the polyester appeared
to be considerably greater than than that of PC (greater intensity of peaks at
equivalent concentration). The unreacted blend actually has a binodal
molecular weght distribution. However, the molecular weight data on this
sample resembles to a great extent the molecular weight of PEMPT1-OH2
(Note: PC1 had a M n relative to PS standards of 24,100 gm/mole, PEMPT1-
OH2 had a Mn of 3,400 gm/mole ). Thus, the GPC results reflect the PEMPT
mobility to a greater extent than that of PC. It is observed that as the extent of
reaction increases the Mn of the blend increases. This is exactly what would be
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Figure 5.5 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the PC aromatic
region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends
a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.6 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends
a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.7 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the backbone
methylene region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blends a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/ scanning.
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Figure 5.8 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the PC aromatic
region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends a) as
cast b) after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.9 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of a) PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 b) PEMPT2-OH2/PC1
c) PEMPT6-OH2/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends after DSC
annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.10 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of a) PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 b) PEMPT2-OH2/PC2
c) PEMPT6-OH2/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends after DSC
annealing/scanning.
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Table 5.1 GPC Data of PEMPT1-OH/PC1 Blends
% Transreacted
Hydroxyl End Groups
M n Mw/Mn M2/Mw
0 o.yuu 1.63 2.23
16 7,000 1.99 1.86
100 14,500 1.90 1.54
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expected if the hydroxy! end groups have reactPd The .
with PC wou.d increase the molecular^ rGaCtl0n
observed increase in the mo.ecular weights ^ X° an
of thp n
fT pSPeCtr°SC0Py qUa 'itatiVely SUpP° rtS hV^oxyl end group reaction
the O H h
9UrG 51 Sh°WS thG re9i0n
°
f the SP~ assocTd1- stretch ng vibration in the PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 50/50 as cast and
annealed sample, respective.y. The hydrogen bonding resonance at 3540 onHappears o have diminished re.ative to resonances at 3440 and 3480 cm' An
overall shift in intensity to resonances with lower frequency is observed No
attempt was made to assign resonances to specific hydrogen bonding groups.
5.3.2.2 PEMPT-OH15/PC Blends
With alcoholysis reactions observed in the PEMPT-OH2/PC blends
similar reactions may have occurred in the PEMPT-OH15/PC systems The
differences in miscibility of the two systems would suggest that reaction had not
occurred, or if it had, to a considerably lower extent in the PEMPT-OH15/PC
blends. Figure 5.12a-d shows the spectra of the terephthalate region of
PEMPT1
-OH15/PC1
,
PEMPT2-OH15/PC1
,
PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 and PEMPT3-
OH15/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends after identical annealing as the PEMPT-OH2/PC
systems. All blends show a small resonance at 8.095 ppm indicating some
extent of alcoholysis transreaction, as well as, a larger resonance at 8.065
associated with the unreacted end group. In this set of blends, end group
reaction has not occurred completely, but has proceeded to a small extent
across the range of molecular weights examined.
Additionally, from the DSC phase behavior studies of chapter 4, PEMPT-
OH15/PC blends of varying PEMPT/PC ratios were examined for alcoholysis
interchange reaction. Figure 5.13a-c displays the resonances of the
terephthalate region of annealed PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 blends corresponding to
PEMPT/PC wt. ratios of 30/70, 50/50, and 70/30, respectively. End group
reaction is seen at all three compositions. Similar sets of plots for PEMPT2-
OH15/PC1, PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 and PEMPT3-OH15/PC2 annealed blends are
shown in Figures 5.14a-c, 5.15a-c and 5.16a-c. In the blends containing low
molecular weight polyester, Figures 5.13-5.15, partial end group reaction is
easily observed at all three PEMPT/PC ratios. Figure 5.16 which examines a
PEMPT sample with higher molecular weight (lower end group content) shows
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Figure 5.1 1 FTIR spectra displaying the hydrogen bonding
region of PEMPT1-OH2/PC1 50/50 wt. % blends
a) as cast b) after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.12 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of a) PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 b) PEMPT2-OH15/
PC1 c) PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 d) PEMPT3-OH1 5/PC2
50/50 wt. % blends after DSC annealing/scanning.
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Figure 5.13 300 MHz *H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT1-OH15/PC1 blends after DSC
scanning/annealing at the following compositions
a) 30/70 b) 50/50 c) 70/30.
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Figure 5.14 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT2-OH15/PC1 blends after DSC
scanning/annealing at the following compositions
a) 30/70 b) 50/50 c) 70/30.
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Figure 5.15 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT1-OH15/PC2 blends after DSC
scanning/annealing at the following compositions
a) 30/70 b) 50/50 c) 70/30.
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Figure 5.16 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPT3-OH15/PC1 blends after DSC
scanning/annealing at the following compositions
a) 30/70 b) 50/50 c) 70/30.
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a very small peak at 8.095 pom for the qn/*n ku *
ppm in the 30/70 compositiTan ^ps a oh shoT T" " ***
Although no, as conclusive as the b ends con ainl h
*
70'3
°
b 'end '
festers the b,ends containing^^^^^Tsome level o, alcoholysis transaction.
„ should be mentionedZ St3tad a degree o, polymerization o, 38.3, thus the concentration ot end groups
, nhe polymer was approx. 5%. I, one assumes that 20% of the hydroxy mol e
ransreacted, then the concentration o, reacted species would be on
1 A which ,s neanng the detection limit o, the spectrometer. Studies on blends
containing higher molecular weight PEMPTs were not conducted for this
reason
From the area ratios of the resonances at 8.065 and 8.095 of Figures
5.13 and 5.15, the extent of interchange reaction was determined Table 5 2
displays the calculated percent conversion of the hydroxy! end groups The
50/50 wt % blends appear to exhibit a lower percent conversion than their 30/70
and 70/30 counterparts. However, the error in a given measurement is on the
order of ± 2 % conversion, thus, there is little difference in percent conversion
with blend composition. The blends containing PC1 appear to have reacted
slightly less than those containing PC2, but once again the discrepancy is on
the order of the experimental error in a given measurement indicating little
difference between the two systems. The overall extent of reaction for the six
blends was 16.3 ± 2.5%.
5.3.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Non-Transreacted PEMPT-OH/PC Blends
As shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.16 partial alcoholysis also occurred in
blends containing PEMPT with higher molecular weights than those analyzed in
Table 5.1
.
Due to the lower concentration of end groups present combined with
the above mentioned resolution limits, percent conversion was not
quantitatively analyzed in these blends. For all other blends composed of
higher molecular weight PEMPTs, it was assumed that the extent of alcoholysis
transreaction was the same as that observed for the PEMPT1-OH15/PC
systems. The PEMPT-OH15/PC and the PEMPT-OH2/PC blends were
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Table 5.2 Percent Conversion of Hydroxy! End Groups
Blend
PEMPT1-OH5/PC1 30/70
PEMPT1-OH5/PC1 50/50
PEMPT1-OH5/PC1 70/30
Total Population Average
% Conversion
16.4
13.6
14.5
14.8 ± 1.4
19.5
16.3
17.5
17.7 ±2.4
16.3 ±2.5
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renamed as PEMPT-0H-16%/PC and PEMPT-OH-100°//Pr *
transaction o. ,he hydroxy, ends indicated. '
PerCem
made (PEMPT1/PC1
,
PEMPT1/PC2 an PEM^02^ *
^un,,actions shi«s we, determined^2^^
JS^T^d 0, ^T 100% hVdr0Xyl C°nVerSi0n ^^ PEMPT/PC1 -ndPEMPT/PC2 b.ends are shown ,n Figures 5.17 and 5.18, respectively. It wastoesa curves extrapolated to 0% conversion that were discussed earlier in
5.3.3.2 PC-PEMPT-PC/PC Triblock/Homopolymer Blends
Complete alcoholysis results in the formation of a triblock copolymer
The resulting blend is no longer the PEMPT-OH/PC homopolymer/
homopolymer system, but instead has been transformed into a PC-PEMPT-
PC/PC triblock/homopolymer system. The amount of pure homopolymer PC
undoubtedly varies with the molecular weight of the polyester. The significance
of the alcoholysis reaction and the formation of triblock copolymers is apparent
in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The PEMPT-OH-0%/PC curves represent the
homopolymer/homopolymer system while the PEMPT-OH-100%/PC curves
correspond to the triblock/homopolymer blends. Due to the formation of the
triblock, the two phase region of the PC-PEMPT-PC/PC blends has been
decreased considerably compared to that of the PEMPT/PC homopolymer
system. Even at polyester molecular weights typically used for industrial
applications (Xn > 70), shifts in the miscibility between the 0% and 100%
reacted blends range from 0.10-0.15 volume fraction units along each branch of
the curve. At a molecular weight equivalent to that of a homopolymer/
homopolymer blend, the improved miscibility of diblocks and triblocks, as well
as, mixtures of these blocks with pure homopolymers is well documented [16-
20]. The connectivity of the block and the emulsifying effect of the block
copolymer in block/homopolymer blends leads to improved miscibility. These
factors qualitatively explain the observed differences in the two sets of data.
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PEMPT-OH-100%/PC1
O PEMPT-0H-16%/PC1
A PEMPT-OH-0%/PC1
1 1 '
1 ' 1 1 r
> 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure 5.17 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH-100%/PC1 PEMPT-
0H-16%/PC1 and PEMPT-OH-0%/PC1 50/50 wt. %
blends.
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Figure 5.18 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH-100%/PC2 PEMPT-
OH-16%/PC2 and PEMPT-OH-0%/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blends.
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Deviations between the PC1 and Pro „ *
r cMr i /rii and PC2 homopolymer blends (PEMPT-OH n°/ \ ao „
i ssss^s rmopo,ymer b,ends ' pempt-°hu rcmn un u/0/PC2, closely mim e the PEMPT nHi^/pr m
of Chapter 4. The point to be reiterated is that the^2^^curves ,s increased as the polyester molecular weight is lowered This ac7corresponds to the different entropic contributions to the free energy o mix nqassorted with the PC mo.ecu.ar weights. One might anticipate1
1
pTtoTl
P
,
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;
T -PC/PC1 and PC-PEMPT-PC/PC2 b.ends with thePC2 blends d.splaymg a larger two phase region than the corresponding PC1blends, especial at the lower PEMPT molecular weights. As can be observedfrom the Rgure 5.19, this is not the case. In general, the difference between the
volume fraction of the components at a given polyester degree of
polymerization do not vary by more than a few percent and the gap between thetwo curves narrows slightly as the PEMPT molecular weight is lowered This
behav.or is in complete contrast to that observed in the homopolymer blends.
5.3.3.3 Theoretical Molecular Weight Analysis
These observations can be explained in terms of the molecular weights
of the components after alcoholysis. With the knowledge of exactly how many
interchange reactions have occurred in the system, estimates of the number
average degree of polmerization of the PC-PEMPT-PC triblock, designated
XnBAB, and the new DP of PC, XnB can be made. The number of alcoholysis
reactions will be directly proportional to the number fraction of PEMPT chains
present, m. This value is calculated from the knowledge of the original volume
fractions (50/50) and the original degrees of polymerization.
ni= <j>lXn2
X n i-(|>iXni+<j)iXn2 (5 ' 1)
where,
01 : volume fraction of PEMPT.
Xn i : number average degree of polymerization of PEMPT.
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Figure 5.19 Miscibility maps of PEMPT-OH-100%/PC1, PEMPT-
OH-100%/PC2
,
PEMPT-OH-0%/PC1 and PEMPT-
OH-0%/PC2 50/50 wt. % blends.
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Xn2
:
number average degree of polymerization of PC.
What is now required is the value for the average number of alooholysis
reactions occunng per PC chain present, Na ,c .
'c n
"2 (5.2)
The number average degree of polymerization for the PC component can be
calculated, ignoring the connectivity o, the PC blocks to the polyestt
XnB =—021+N alc (5.3)
An estimate of the triblock DP will be based on this calculated value for the newUP of the polycarbonate component.
XnBAB = Xn i + 2XnB
(5 4)
Using equations 5.1-5.4 above, values for Na ,c , XnB and XnBAB were calculated.
Table 5.3 contains these values for the PEMPT/PC1 and PC2 blends.
Examining Table 5.3, one notices that Na ic increases as the starting
degree of polymerization of the original polyester decreases (PEMPT6, Xm =
151
;
PEMPT1
,
Xm = 16.5). This is expected, due to the increase in the number
of end groups as molecular weight is lowered. What is more interesting is that
as Na ic increases, xnBAB and xnB decrease considerably, the values originating
from the PC2 blend quickly approach the values of that of the PC1 system. The
alcoholysis reaction thus acts to equalize the molecular weights of the original
PEMPT/PC1 and PC2 blends. At DPs of the original polyester of 46 or less
(PEMPT4 through PEMPT1), the triblock/homopolymer blends have nearly
identical number average moleclar weights after alcoholysis. The final result of
this equivalence of molecular weights is the observation of nearly identical
phase behavior as shown in Figure 5.19. Little deviation between the PEMPT-
OH-100%/PC1 and PC2 miscibility maps is observed as the PEMPT molecular
weight is lowered, in contrast to the unreacted blends.
Before closing this discussion on the effects of alcoholysis on blend
phase behavior, several additional points should be made. In all of the NMR
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Table 5.3 Triblock/Homopolymer Blend Characterization Data
Original Blend
Triblock/Homopolymer
Nalc xnBAB XnB
PFMPT1 -DH9/PP1
•5 4Q oO.o 7.0
PEMPT2-OH2/PC1 O . DO 43.9 9.7
PEMPT3-OH2/PC1 2 37 bo.*: 13.5
PEMPT4-OH2/PC1 1.95 77.1 15.3
PEMPT5-OH2/PC1 1.23 113
PEMPT6-OH2/PC1 0.60 208 28.3
PEMPT1-OH2/PC2 10.3 31.5 7.5
PEMPT2-OH2/PC2 6.89 46.1 10.7
PEMPT3-OH2/PC2 4.43 69.5 15.6
PEMPT4-OH2/PC2 3.66 82.8 18.2
PEMPT5-OH2/PC2 2.31 125 25.6
PEMPT6-OH2/PC2 1.12 231 40.0
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DNOP stabilizer appears to inhibit the dirprt miH,*»i <
is no, success,
, in preventing^S^T^
polymenzat.cn o, PEMPT is known to be both an alcoholysis interchanqe
react.on catalys, and a direct midchain transaction cajyst.
eascnab e to believe that the Ti catalys, could enhance the rate oZ ohoiysiso, the carbonate group in PC. However, with no evidence of direct midchain
naac .on,
„
appears that the cataiys, has been rendered inactive, and that the
alco olys.s react.on has proceeded by an alternate mechanism, perhaps being
catalyzed by the small concentration o, acid end groups present from the
ong.nal polyester synthesis. Pilati, et.al., during a PBT synthesis study usinglow molecular weight model compounds, has shown that addition of catalytic
amounts of benzoic acid leads to an increase in the rate of alcoholysis [211 It
should be mentioned that Pilati also observed alcoholysis reactions in non-
catalyzed systems.
In addition, their is no evidence of a back alcoholysis reaction, i e upon
m.t.al alcoholysis of PC, the resulting phenol end groups do not appear to react
wrth PEMPT carbonyls. Figures 5.3a, 5.6a, 5.9 and 5.10, show complete
reaction of the PEMPT hydroxyl groups. If the resulting phenol end groups were
reacting with the carbonyl groups of PEMPT, an equilibrium between the two
reactions should be achieved and a stable resonances associated with the
PEMPT hydroxyl group should be observed. This is not the case. The lack of
alcoholysis of PEMPT by phenol end groups of PC is consistent with the study
of model compounds by Devaux, et. al. [1].
The difference in the alcoholysis reaction rate between the PEMPT-
0H2/PC and PEMPT-0H15/PC blends also needs to be addressed. The DSC
annealing and scanning treatments for both blend systems were identical (the
only exception being previously mentioned). One would thus expect similar
reaction rates and similar extents of hydrolysis in each set of blends. The NMR
data presented above shows considerably different extents of reaction.
Presently, their is no experimentally varified reason for this descrepancy.
Identification would most likely require a detailed kinetic study of the two
systems and, more specifically, a detailed kinetic study of alcoholysis reactions
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examining catalyst, acid end group and stabilizer concentration effects Thiswas not done during the course of this dissertation
Offsetting this disquieting fact is the knowledge that a.coho.ysis reactionsn a polyester/PC b.end have been quantitatively identified and the resu t
°
effects on b.end mobility elucidated. Prior to this work, direct identification ofend group react.ons were not reported in systems of this type Also the overall
e feet of hydrolysis should not be completely manifestatedTn the^edb end phase behavior. Granted, the shifts in the miscibility windows between
the PEMPT-OH-0%/PC and PEMPT-OH-100%/PC systems are significant
However, the transformation of the homopolymer/homopolymer blend to a
tnblock/homopolymer system will have profound effects on a variety of other
propert.es, specifically those which depend on the interfacial behavior of the
two components, e.g., fraction toughness. This important point should not be
overlooked, as it may apply equally well to the the random block copolymers
formed through direct midchain transreaction discussed below.
5,4 Direct Midchain and AififlhoJysJa Transitions in pfm Ptb/pc ri^
5.4.1 Spectroscopy of Transreacted Blend
The overall goal of this study is to quantitatively identify the extent of
transreaction required to shift the blend phase behavior from two phase to
single phase. In order to achieve this, a direct measure of the extent of
transreaction occuring in the blend system is required. Proton NMR will be
used for this measurement, however, before this can be done specific
resonances consistent with the expected structures after interchange reaction
has occurred must be identified and assigned. Alcoholysis transreactions have
already been observed by 1 H NMR (Section 5.3.2), although no attempt was
made to associate the new resonances with the chemical structure changes
occuring in the blend. This will now be done for both alcoholysis and direct
midchain reactions.
5.4.1
.1 Expected Structures After Transreaction
Previous studies on transreacting polyester and polyester/PC blends
have used predominantly dyad and to a lesser extent triad analysis to correlate
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protons of the terephthalate ring adja«,nt TllTlT *^
7net^ equivalent t0 the LrespZ
^
P
^aZ r" ^substituted ring (Fiqure 3 14) ni.Ptnthio* * aromauc
Of PEMPT in the trL ea*g sX^ *
dyad or triad anaiysis and pentad si" T""
terephthalate ring of PEMPT B, asthe lh!, °«V**Q A, as theyu rcwr i, b th aliphatic sequence of PEMPT Ao astho
carbonate meaty of PC and B2 as the aromatic-aliphatic portion of PC thepolymer repeat units can be represented as follows:
PEMPT
-( AfBji)-
PC
-(
A
2B2)-
The expected pentads in a transreacting PEMPT/PC blend can be represented
usmg similar notation. Centering the pentad on a terephthalate ring of PEMPT
16 d,fferent combinations are documented. However, 6 pairs of these are
degenerate, thus, there are 10 chemically non-equivalent pentads Table 5 4
list these pentads along with the corresponding number of transreactions
required to form the sequence. Pentad 1 corresponds to the structure of PEMPT
while 2-7 are the six degenerate pairs.
Due to NMR instrument resolution limitations, assigning all the possible
resonances associated with these 10 structures would at present be an
impossible task. To circumvent this problem, relatively low levels of
transreaction will be examined. If this restraint is applied, only the statistically
most probable pentads will be of importance, i.e., the pentads formed from the
minimum number of interchange reactions. The statistically most probable
pentads are pentads 2 and 3 (Table 5.4). Combining this with the fact that they
represent a degenerate pair, the resonances of these pentads should be the
most dominant in the observed spectra of transreacted blends. These two
sequences will be rewritten as a quartad and a triad which both focus on the
connecting point between the two blocks.
A^A^Aa^ A 1 B 1 A2B2
AiBiAiB2A2 = B 1A 1 B2
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Table 5.4 Pentads Centered on the PEMPT Terephthalate Ring
Pentad Number of Transactions
A1B1A1B1A1 0
2) AlBlAlBlA2 1
3) A D
A r—\ aA1B1A1B2A2
1
4 )
A D a r™4 aA1B1A1B2A1 2
A D A AA2B1A1B2A2 2
6) A2B1A1B2A1 3
7) A1B2A1B2A2 3
8) A2BiA 1 BiA2 2
9) A2B2A1B2A2 2
10) A1B2A1B2A1 4
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The proton resonances for unreacted PEMPT, protons a, b, c d and e ofFigures 5.20a and 5.21a have been assigned in Chapter 3. The proton
resonances of the unreacted PC will now be briefly discussed. The proton
spectrum of PC is straight forward with three main resonances, Figure 5 22 A
singlet at 1
.678 ppm associated with the methyl groups and a pair of doublets
centered at 7.164 and 7.253 ppm corresponding to the aromatic ring protons
are observed (protons f in Figures 5.20 and 5.21). Expanding the aromatic
portion of the spectrum, Figure 5.23, finer splitting of this original pair of
doublets is observed. Eleven resonances are seen and an additional
resonance is most likely hidden by the chloroform peak at 7.261 ppm Aromatic
rings with different electron withdrawing groups in the para position fall into spin
system known as an AA'BB' system [23,24], These spin systems may exhibit up
to 24 lines in their spectra, however, resolution limitations often prevent
observation of all resonances. The importance of this spin system lies in the
fact that upon direct midchain reaction, the B,A t B2 triad (Figure 5.20, protons
d") represents this spin system, thus, it can be used as a indication for
midchain transreaction.
The bisphenol-A sequence of PC will be used as a model for the 2-
dimensional 1 H- 1 H COSY pattern for the AA'BB' spin system. Figure 5.24
shows the 300 MHz COSY spectrum of the aromatic region of PC. The pulse
width was 9.3 usee, the spectral width was 6.950-7.376 ppm with 64 intervals
and 16 scans per interval being run. The resulting spectrum which corresponds
to proton correlations in the aromatic ring exhibits a four lobe pattern. This
pattern will be used as conformation of direct midchain transreaction between
PEMPT and PC.
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Figure 5.20 Direct midchain transreaction a) reactants b) products.
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Figure 5.21 Alcoholysis transreaction a) products b) reactants.
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Figure 5.22 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum of PC2.
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Figure 5.23 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the aromatic
region of PC2.
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Figure 5.24 300 MHz 1H-1H NMR COSY spectrum displaying the
aromatic region of PC2.
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Figures 5.25 shows the <H NMR spectra of a PEMPTB/PC2 blend afterannealing for 128 min
.
a. 240°C. The annealed sample displays «
additional resonances associated with structure changes caused byinterchange reaction. Expansions of the transacted sample's spectrum
corresponding to the backbone methylene, terephthalate and PC aromatic
proton regions are shown in Figures 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28, respectfully The
chemical shifts of the most prominent new resonances are labeled in eachdigram. H-'H COSY experiments were also run on the annealed sample
Figure 5.29 shows the 300 MHz COSY spectrum of the terephthalate
region. The spectral width was narrowed to 7.902-8.423 ppm and was divided
into 64 intervals. Thirty-two scans per interval were run with a pulse widths of
9.3 psec. Examining Figure 5.29 we see off diagonals indicating that both of the
protons resonating at 8.121 and 8.150 ppm are coupled with the protons at
8.227 and 8.255 ppm. The coupling pattern is extremely similar to that
observed for the PC model AA'BB' spin system and indicates that this pair of
protons belong to a para substituted aromatic ring with different electron
withdrawing groups. Similarly, a COSY experiment was conducted
encompassing the aromatic region corresponding to the aromatic PC groups.
In this case, the spectral window was 7.381-6.948 ppm which was again
divided into 64 intervals. Thirty-two scans were recorded per interval with the
same pulse width used above. This spectrum is shown in Figure 5.30. One
new AA'BB' coupling pattern is clearly present, corresponding to coupling of
both the protons resonating 7.035 and 7.064 ppm with two protons at 7.198 and
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Figure 5.25 300 MHz 1H NMR of PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. % blend
annealed 128 min @ 240°C.
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4.290
Figure 5.26 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the methylene
backbone region of a PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blend annealed 128 min @ 240°C.
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Figure 5.27 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the terephthalate
region of a PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. % blend annealed
128 min <2> 240°C.
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Figure 5.28 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the PC
aromatic region of a PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. % blend
annealed 128 min @ 240°C.
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Figure 5.29 300 MHz 1 H- 1 H NMR COSY spectrum displaying the
terephthalate region of a PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blend annealed 128 min @ 240°C.
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Figure 5.30 300 MHz 1H-1H NMR COSY spectrum displaying the
PC aromatic region of a PEMPTB/PC2 50/50 wt. %
blend annealed 128 min @ 240°C.
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7.230 ppm. These last two resonances, 7 198 and 7 ?™ nnm
undeteoted ,n the one tension, 1„ NMR^^par ol doublets of the aromatic rings. Addition^, what ap'pearsto beSherAA BB coup ng pattern is a.so observed in this spectrum. This off diagonal
pattern shght.y overlaps the coup.ing pattern of the original aromatic protonsCouplmg between both peaks at 7.1 17 and 7.145 ppm with resonances at
'
7.274 and 7.301 can be deduced. In this case, two additional resonances havebeen determined from the COSY experiment, 7.145 and 7.274 ppm These
couplmg patterns are once again very similar to the original model pattern and
md.cate that different electron withdrawing groups are now present in the para
position of the PC aromatic ring. It should be noted that the error in determining
the resonance frequencies from the COSY spectra is on the order of ± 0.005
ppm. The error in the determined frequencies from the standard 1H NMR is on
the order of ± 0.002 ppm.
With the most prominent new frequencies in the transreacted blend
identified, it is now necessary to assign these frequencies to the expected
structures after transreaction. Table 5.5 list all these assignments and, for
convience, the corresponding stuctures (from Figures 5.20 and 5.21) below it.
Discussion will now focus on these assignments. Beginning with the quartet
sequence (identical in Figures 5.20b and 5.21b), the resonances at 4.239 and
4.191 ppm are asigned to protons b' and c\ respectively. The upfield shift from
the main methylene backbone resonance is expected upon replacement of the
aromatic ester by the less deshielding aromatic carbonate group. The
nonsymmetric substitution on the propylene group should also lead to the
appearance of two resonances, as is observed. These assignments are
confirmed by the earlier spectroscopy conducted on the blends undergoing
alcoholysis transreaction. Upon alcoholysis which leads to this same quartet
sequence, these identical two resonances were observed (Figures. 5.4 and
5.7). Similar upfield shifts have been noted in a model study of oligomers
synthesized from phthalic anhydride and 1,2-propanediol, where the methylene
backbone resonances were dependent on triad sequence (midchain vs end
group) [25].
Continuing to the aromatic resonances of PC, replacement of a
bisphenol-A group by the less deshielding propylene group is expected to
produce an upfield shift on the remaining adjacent aromatic ring of the triad,
protons f. The four resonances shifted upfield from the original resonances
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Table 5.5 Asignments After Transreaction
Backbone
Methylene
Proton
Assign,
(ppm)
Aromatic
Bisphenol-A
Proton
Assign.
(Ppm)
Aromatic
Terephthalate
Proton
Assign,
(ppm)
b' 4.239 7.035 d' 8.095
c 4.191 f 7.064
f f 7.198
f 7.230
b" 4.306 iff 7.117 d" 8.150
f 9 * 7.145 d" 8.121
f * * 7.274 d" 8.227
f
ft
7.301 d" 8.255
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or.Lirrrsrr ,o8.095 ppm was mdeed associated with protons <f came again from the NLs.ud,es ot the alcoholysis transaction. Upon complete alholys" he
resonance at 8.065 ppm was replaced by the 8.095 ppm peak One mayquest,on whether this resonance, 8.095 ppm, corresponds to all tour pro ons o,the terephthalate nng or the two most accent to the bisphenol-A group The
molecular weigh, data o, Chapter 3 derived from the corresponding 8.065 ppmpeak is consent with this resonance representing all four ring protons The
appearance o, this resonance also appears dependent on the aliphatic'
sequence length. Figure 5.31 shows the terphthalate region of the 300 MHz 'H
°f 3 PHT/PC2 blend P™ the screening study of Chapter 2) annealed 120mm at 240»C. No singlet shifted slightly downfield from the original
terephthalate resonance is observed, however, the pair of doublets previously
observed in the PEMPT/PC system are also seen here, indicating that
transreaction has occurred in this blend.
The assignment of the proton resonances associated with the triad of
Figure 5.20b will now be discussed. Beginning with terephthalate region of the
spectum, the four new resonances confirmed to be an AA'BB' spin system;
8.150, 8.121
,
8.227, and 8.255 ppm; are assigned to protons d". This splitting
pattern has been noted in a transreacting PBT/PAr blend [1 1]. Next, the
remaining observed AA'BB' spin system in the bisphenol-A aromatic region,
resonances 7.1 17, 7.145, 7.274, and 7.301 ppm, are assigned to the protons f".
The final assignment is the resonance at 4.306 ppm to protons b". This
assignment is somewhat tenitive and represents another instance in this system
where dyads can not sufficiently describe all the observed resonances.
Several observed resonances have not been assigned. They include
peaks at 8.318, 8.179, and 8.1 13 ppm. A resonance at 8.28 ppm has been
associated with a symetrically substituted terephthate ring in a transreacting
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Figure 5.31 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectrum displaying the terephthalate
region of a PHT/PC2 blend annealed 120 min <2> 240°C.
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the corresponding terephthalate
2 2Al B2A2 sequence are thus assigned to the 8 318 oomresonance. Note that this resonance is observed in the PHT/PC e^Z ofRgure 5^31 and is consistent with the formation of the^£Z£Zmb end. The two other unassigned resonances, 8,79 and 8, 13 ppm a 0observed in the PHT/PC spectrum. It is presumed that they correspond topentad effects. One possible assignment of the resonance at 8.113 ppmls tothe terephthalate protons with the symmetric substitution A.B^bX The shift
is consistent with that observed for the formation of a A lBl A lBlA2 pentaddecribed above (8.095 ppm resonance).
A final point should be made about end group reaction in this blend In
ne.ther the terephthalate aromatic region nor the backbone methylene region
(Figures 5.28 and 5.29) are any resonances associated with the original end
sequence present. Once again all of the hydroxyl groups have reacted during
the annealing process. It is important to note that we can now spectroscopically
differentiate end group and direct midchain reaction. End group reaction can be
identified by the disappearence of the 8.065 ppm resonance while direct
midchain transreaction leads to the appearence of the AA'BB' terephthalate
doublets. With the resonances of both midchain and alcoholysis interchange
reaction identified, a study correlating the extent of transreaction to the
observed phase transition in the blend can be conducted.
5.4.2 Quantitative Phase Behavior Study
5.4.2.1 Phase Behavior-Interchange Reaction Correlations
Figure 5.32 shows the DSC traces of PEMPTB/PC2 non-stabilized
blends, except for the one indicated scan, annealed for times varying from 0-
128 min. By 32 min, there has been a large shift in the Tgs of both the upper
and lower Tg phases. After 128 min of annealing, the single sharp Tg indicates
a single phase blend has been formed. The improvement in miscibility could be
caused by several factors including, solvent/preparation effects, molecular
weight reduction (due to hydrolysis), or interchange reaction. The DSC trace of
the DNOP stabilized PEMPTB/PC2 blend annealed 128 min at 200°C is shown
to indicate the two phase nature of the blend at equilibrium. From this and the
extensive phase behavior studies of Chapter 4, solvent/preparation effects can
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annealing time is due to reaction between blend components
Proton NMR of the terephthalate and backbone methylene regions ofDSC samples annealed 0, 4 and 8 min are shown in Figure 5.33a-c and 5 34a-c From F.gure 5.33, it is immediately apparent that the resonance associated
with the terminal terephthalate ring, 8.065 ppm, is present in the sample
annealed for 0 min, but it is replaced with a resonance (shoulder) at 8 095 ppm
in the samples annealed for 4 and 8 min. This indicates alcoholysis exchange
reaction has occurred and has occurred in a very short time in these mildly
annealed samples. The methylene backbone region of the spectrum Figure
5.34, conf,rms these results, with the disappearence of the 4.231 singlet and
3.423 multiplet (multiplet is barely visible in Figure 5.34a). The GPC results of
Table 5.6 also confirm these results with a large jump in the Mn between the as
precipitated sample and the sample annealed 8 mins. Once again this reflects
the increase in the molecular size of the PEMPT chains as PC blocks are added
to their ends.
Continuing to longer annealing times, Figure 5.35 shows the
terephthalate region of the 1H NMR spectra, at equal intensities, for samples
annealed for 32, 64, and 128 min. The resonance at 8.095 ppm is increasing
with increasing annealing time, corresponding to the formation of the quartad of
Figure 4.20b. The sample annealed for 128 min also shows the faint
appearence of the pair of doublets (8.255, 8.227, 8.121 and 8.150 ppm)
previously associated with direct midchain transreaction. These results are
confirmed by the increase in intesity of the methylene proton resonances, 4.239
and 4.191 ppm, of Figure 5.36. Comparing the DSC scans of Figure 5.32 to the
1H NMR spectra of Figures 5.35 and 5.36, it is obvious that a very small amount
of interchage reaction has lead to the transition from a two phase to a single
phase blend.
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Table 5.6 GPC Data of PEMPTB/PC2 Blends
Annealing Time
<5> 200°C fmins )
M n Mw/Mn Mz/Mw
0 20,300 2.10 1.61
8 38,000 2.25 1.55
32 40,200 2.26 1.55
128 35,300 2.28 1.73
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Figure 5.33 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPTB/PC2 blends annealed (2) 200°C
for a) 0 b) 4 c) 8 min.
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4.290
3.423
40 3.8 3.6 3.4 ppm
Figure 5.34 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the methylene
backbone region of PEMPTB/PC2 blends annealed
<g> 200°C for a) 0 b) 4 c) 8 min.
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Figure 5.35 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the terephthalate
region of PEMPTB/PC2 blends annealed @ 200°C
for a) 32 b) 64 c) 128 min.
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Figure 5.36 300 MHz 1 H NMR spectra displaying the methylene
backbone region of a PEMPTB/PC2 blends annealed@ 200°C for a) 32 b) 64 c) 128 min.
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700 gm/mole which corresponds to a
71 e percentage of end groups in the po.ymer is 2.8, thus, - 2 8% ofthe mterchange reactions are alcoholysis and 1 .2 % correspond to direct
m.dchain reaction. From a theoretical standpoint, it is not intuitively obvious thatan extent of transaction of 4% should cause the observed phase transition
Theoret.cahnterpretation of these resu.ts is conducted employing the results of
the phase behav.or studies of Chapter 4 along with aspects of diblock
copolymer phase behavior theory.
5.4.2.2 Interpretation of Phase Transition Data
The improvement in miscibility caused by interchange reaction is
associated with two factors, the decrease in the molecular weight of the
component polymers as transreaction occurs and the connectivity effect
associated with the formation of block copolymers. With this as a basis, two
approaches will be taken to analyze the above results.The first approach is to
assume that transreaction only leads to a decrease in the molecular weight of
the polyester. The decrease in the molecular weight of PC and the connectivity
effects will be ignored. With this assumption, the phase behavior studies of
Chapter 4 examining molecular weight effects can be used to determine the
extent of interchange reaction required to cause the phase transition. From
Table 4.5, the critical degree of polymerization of a PEMPT/PC2 blend is 17.
This implies that if the molecular weight of the polyester is lowered from the
original DP of 71 to a value of 17, a single phase blend will result. To lower the
DP of PEMPTB from 71 to 17 would require 3-4 reactions per molecule (if the
reactions are assumed to occur in the middle of the chain and the subsequent
chain segments). This corresponds to ~ 4-6% interchange reaction. The
molecular weight reduction of PC and the connectivity effects are both expected
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to improve the blend miscibility, lowering
.his value. The fact that interchange
reaction occurs randomly along the chains and not selectively in the middle as
assumed, is expected to raise this value.
The second approach used to interpret this data comes from the diblock
copolymer theories developed over the past two decades[1 6-20 26-37] From
these theories, the dominant parameter used to correlate the microphase
separation transition to physical characteristics of the polymer is (XN), where X
is the interaction parameter and N is the number average degree of
polymerization of the block copolymer. In this approach, the transreacting blend
will be treated as a ideal block copolymer. It is assumed that each chain has
undergone one interchange reaction exactly in the middle of both molecules to
produce a perfect diblock. Polydispersity effects will also be ignored. PEMPTB
and PC2 have degrees of polymerization of 71 and 85, respectively. This leads
to a block copolymer with a DP of 78. The interaction parameter of the
PEMPT/PC blend was previously calculated to be 0.044. With these two values
(XN) for the model PEMPT/PC2 diblock is 3.4. For a given block composition,
Leibler [17] has determined the values for the above product at the microphase
separation transition point, (XN)S . A block copolymer is predicted to be miscible
if (XN) < (xN)s . For the current model system, (xN) S) is -12 [17]. Thus, the
model PEMPTB/PC block copolymer would be expected to form a single phase
blend. This model diblock system was based on a single transraction per chain,
corresponding to an extent of reaction of ~ 1 .5%. Once again the assumption of
interchange reaction occuring exactly in the middle of the chains is two
restrictive. The exchange reaction will proceed randomly along the chains and
this fact is expected to increase the level of reaction required to form a miscible
blend over the value predicted here. Additionally, kinetic and diffusion factors
are also expected to increase the extent of transreaction required for the phase
transition.
Although the two interpretations given above represent an over simplified
version of the transreacting blend, the analysis is useful in that it defines a
range where the true value is expected to lie. The experimentally detemined
value for extent of transreaction required to cause the phase transition, 4%, falls
between the values calculated from these model systems, adding theoretical
support to the experimental findings.
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Alcoholysis interchange reaction was identifed by 1 H NMR in ppmdtOH15/PC and PEMPT-OH2/PC b.ends. These*^J£™^m***** which adequately stopped direct midchain transaction Spearedto be unable to inhibit a.coho.ysis. Infrared spectroscopy and GPC I
supported the NMR data. In the PEMPT-OH2/PC blends the extent of
-nterchange reaction was determined to be 100% regardless of blend
composition or mo.ecu.ar weight. The hydroxy, groups of the PEMPT-OH15/PC
blends exhibited only 16% reaction. Within experimental error, this value was
constant at the blend compositions and molecular weights studied. Due to their
varying extents of alcoholysis, the miscibility maps of the PEMPT-OH2/PC and
PEMPT-OH15/PC blends were considerably different. The 100% reacted
blends had a greater degree of interphase mixing compared to the 16% reacted
blends. The improved miscibility was associated with the formation of a
triblock/homopolymer (PC-PEMPT-PC/PC) blend. The miscibility maps of the
PEMPT-OH-100%/PC1 and PEMPT-OH-16%/PC2 blends converged as DP of
PEMPT decreased. The miscibility maps of the extrapolated PEMPT-OH-
0%/PC1 and PEMPT-OH-0%/PC2 blends diverged as Xi was lowered The
results on the PEMPT-OH-0%/PC blends follow the trends anticipated from
entropic considerations. The deviations from this behavior exhibited by the
PEMPT-OH-100%/PC blends was associated with the equalization of the Mns of
the two blends cause by the alcoholysis reactions.
1 H NMR and COSY spectroscopy of the transacting blend
revealed a wealth of information. 1h NMR enabled identification of both
alcoholysis and direct midchain transreaction independent of one another.
Complete identification and assignmet of the observed resonances in the
transreacting blend required examination of the two statistically most probable
pentads. Analysis was simplified by reducing these pentads to the
correspondng quartad and a triad. Using these structures as a guide, nearly all
the resonances in the PEMPT terephthalate, PC aromatic and methylene
backbone region of the spectras were assigned. Additionally separate
resonances associated with direct midchain and alcoholysis transreactions
were identified and assigned. Additional, COSY experiments were run to
confirm AA'BB' spin system assignments. These spectra also proved useful in
elucidating hidden resconances in the PC aromatic portion of the spectrum.
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The COSY experiments proved that substitutions were occurrino « thoposition of the aromatic rings.
g at the para
Quantitative studies relating transaction to the observed phasebehav,or of the blend showed that transaction o, ~ 4% ofZ tereoJL,groups was sufficient to cause the shift from two phased n ZTt
result was supported by theoretical predictions basedZZ£SZ£,
?
e value of 4% corresponded
,o -
'
8% a= vsandm direct midchain transreaction. Additional^, i, was observed that
complete reaction of the hydroxy! end groups in PEMPT occured in 4 min orless in this non-DNOP stabilized blend. This result was confirmed by GPC
which s owed a jump in the molecular weigh, as the polyester was transformed
to a tnblock copolymer. Additionally no evidence of back alcoholysis reaZ
was observed in any of the blends examined. Overall, this study has shown that
only a relatively small amount of interchange reaction is needed to shift theblend from two phase to single phase. Also, the formation of block copolymers
at extremely short times via alcoholysis transreactions alters the blends
molecular weight and distribution. These triblocks will likely alter other material
properties, particularly those dependent on interfacial adhesion.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
Shifts in the phase behavior of a model polyester/bisphenol-A-
polycarbonate blend have been quantitatively correlated to the extent of
mterchange reaction. The extent of reaction required to cause the shift from twoPhase to single phase is - 4% (4% of the terephthalate groups previously
belonging to a midchain group or end group in PEMPT now belong to the
AiB lA2B2 quartad). The reaction extent can be divided between alcoholysis
and direct midchain transreaction which corresponded to 2 8 and 1 2°/
respectively. These results were in agreement with calculations based on
Simplified models of the transreacting blends. Although no detailed kinetic
stud.es were conducted, the rate of alcoholysis exchange reaction was much
greater than that of direct midchain reaction in a non-stabilized PEMPTB/PC2
blend. Complete alcoholysis occurred rapidly, within 4 min @ 200°C. In this
same blend, 2 h. of annealing <g> 200°C resulted in only 1.2% midchain
reaction. This information implies that the mechanism of alcoholysis most likely
follows a different scheme than that of direct midchain reaction. Alcoholysis
perhaps being catalyzed by the small concentration of acid end groups present.
In DNOP stabilized blends, no evidence of direct midchain reaction was
observed. However, alcoholysis transreaction still occurred in these blends.
PEMPT/PC blends prepared with PEMPT samples recovered by slightly
different precipitation procedures exhibited considerably different extents of
alcoholysis following identical thermal treatments. GPC showed these
polyesters to have nearly identical M ns and distributions, thus, this was not the
cause of the discrepancy. At this time, the cause for the differences are not
known. Alcoholysis leads to the formation of diblock and triblock copolymers
which also cause a shift in the observe phase behavior. At the two lowest
molecular weight PEMPTs studied, complete alcoholysis lead to the formation
of single phase blends in PEMPT1-OH15/PC2, PEMPT2-OH15/PC2 and
PEMPT2-OH15/PC1 blends. The phase behavior of these
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The selection of the model polyester, PEMPT, has allowed detailed
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be carried out on PEMPT and the—9PEMPT/PC blends. Spectroscopic studies of PEMPT have identify all the
expected midchain resonances, as well as, additional resonances associated
zzt: Based on these resui,s ' a c°mpiete 1H nmrstudy of he transacting blend required analysis of pentads. However at low
levels of interchange reaction, the two statistically most probable pentads were
a good representation of the blend. Under these conditions, the corresponding
quartad and triad of these two pentads adequately represented the
transreacting blend. Nearly all the new proton resonances observed in thePEMPT aromatic, PC aromatic and PEMPT methylene backbone region of the
spectrum were assigned to the quartad and triad structures. Confirmation of
para substitution of both the PEMPT and PC aromatic rings and the
identification of obscured resonances in the aromatic PC region of the >H NMR
spectra were achieved with 1H-1H COSY experiments.
The equilibrium phase behavior of PEMPT/PC blends was studied as a
function of composition, varying component molecular weights, and end group
type. Compositional effects were apparent in the PC rich phase with the level of
intermixing of PEMPT in the PC phase decreasing with decreasing PEMPT/PC
ratio. In general, the phase behavior of all PEMPT-OH15/PC blends followed
similar trends with respect to varying component molecular weights,
independent of composition. For blends with hydroxyl or benzylate PEMPT end
groups, molecular weight effects followed the general characteristics of F-H
theory. Hydrogen bonding in the PEMPT/PC blends did not significantly alter
blend phase behavior until PEMPT M„s of less than ~ 7,500 were reached.
Blends containing hyptafluorobutyrate end groups did not follow the molecular
weight functionality of F-H theory. The phase behavior was altered
considerably compared to PEMPTs with OH and BNZ ends, with little or no
improvement in intermixing as the Mn of PEMPT in the blend was lowered.
These results were shown to be in agreement with a two component interaction
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was earned out using a nucleophil.ic substitution reaction of the "p iacd chlondes. Molecular weights of PEMPT were determined byTgh
ana ysis fluorine of HFB end capped PEMPTs. This procedure should be
applicable to other polyesters or polymers capable of reacting by this
mechanism.
6.2 Future Wnrf<
With the identification of proton NMR resonances corresponding to the
end groups of PEMPT, it is now possible to follow alcoholysis and direct
m.dchain reaction separately. This fact alone should open the door to new
research in this area. Specifically, kinetic studies examining the role of various
catalyst systems on alcoholysis reactions relative to direct interchange reaction
could be studied. The role of acid end groups on the rate of alcoholysis could
also be studied by the addition of catalytic amounts of acid to the blend or by
preparing PEMPTs with acid end groups and blending them with hydroxyl
terminated PEMPTs. The role of stabilizing agents relative to alcoholysis
transreaction is also an area needing future investigation. The current studies
revealed large differences in the extent of alcoholysis transreaction between
blends composed of PEMPTs recovered from a 2% and 15% solutions. The
amount of Ti catalyst remaining in the blends may have varied due to this fact.
However, these blends also contained a large amount of DNOP stabilizing
agent to inhibit this catalyst. The complex relationships between the inhibitor
and the catalyst relative to alcoholysis is not known.
The formation of the triblock/homopolymer blends due to complete
alcoholysis was shown to modify the blend phase behavior. However, the
importance of this fact is not only manifested in the observed changes in phase
behavior, but perhaps more importantly in the mechanical properties of the
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In the present study, two amorphous polymers were the focus Future
rrin rrtiveiy examine ,he reia,ionship Sitransreaction. In the screenmg study (Chapter 2), PPT, PHT and PNT were allshown to crystallize when quenched from the melt. These polyesters a„ aremore readily soluble compared to PET and PBT, which wouldLilitate tuls
T
addi,i°n
' ^ d8tai 'ed anarysis o, thePEMPT/PC blends should enable quick identification of resonances
corresponding to interchange reaction in blends of these polyesters with PCAnyone of these polyesters blended with PC should provide a model semi-
'
crystalline/amorphous blend for investigation.
The transreaction studies presented here were all conducted on PEMPTs
with hydroxyl end groups. The role of end group type on the rate of
transreaction is another possible extension of this work. In particular, studies on
PEMPT-BNZ/PC blends would be an excellent way to study the individual role
of d.rect midchain reaction on blend phase behavior and exhibited mechanical
properties. Later this could be compared to a hydroxyl terminated PEMPT/PC
blend where end groups are capable of reaction.
Additional studies on phase behavior modifications due to interchange
reaction could be conducted on blends containing PEMPT and another polymer
capable of interchange reaction. Some initial studies were carried out on
PEMPT/PAr blends. This system appears to be another excellent model blend
system. The complexity of the aromatic region of PAr does make the
spectroscopic characterization more complicated. However, the aromatic
region corresponding to the terephthalate group in PEMPT is relatively clear of
other aromatic resonances, allowing a measure of the extent of interchange
reaction.
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